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ABSTRACT

Context. Accretion bursts from low-mass young stellar objects (YSOs) have been known for many decades. In recent years, the
first accretion bursts of massive YSOs (MYSOs) have been observed. These phases of intense protostellar growth are of particular
importance for studying massive star formation. Bursts of MYSOs are accompanied by flares of Class II methanol masers (hereafter
masers), which are caused by an increase in exciting mid-infrared (MIR) emission. They can lead to long-lasting thermal afterglows of
the dust continuum radiation visible at infrared (IR) and (sub)millimeter (hereafter (sub)mm) wavelengths. Furthermore, they might
cause a scattered light echo. The G323.46−0.08 (hereafter G323) event, which shows all these features, extends the small sample of
known MYSO bursts.
Aims. Maser observations of the MYSO G323 show evidence of a flare, which was presumed to be caused by an accretion burst. This
should be verified with IR data. We used time-dependent radiative transfer (TDRT) to characterize the heating and cooling timescales
for eruptive MYSOs and to infer the main burst parameters.
Methods. Burst light curves, as well as the pre-burst spectral energy distribution (SED) were established from archival IR data. The
properties of the MYSO, including its circumstellar disk and envelope, were derived by using static radiative transfer modeling of
pre-burst data. For the first time, TDRT was used to predict the temporal evolution of the SED. Observations with SOFIA/HAWC+
were performed to constrain the burst energy from the strength of the thermal afterglow. Image subtraction and ratioing were applied to
reveal the light echo.
Results. The G323 accretion burst is confirmed. It reached its peak in late 2013/early 2014 with a Ks-band increase of ∼ 2.5 mag. Both
Ks-band and integrated maser flux densities follow an exponential decay. TDRT indicates that the duration of the thermal afterglow in
the far-infrared (FIR) can exceed the burst duration by years. The latter was proved by SOFIA observations, which indicate a flux
increase of (14.2 ± 4.6)% at 70 µm and (8.5 ± 6.1)% at 160 µm in 2022 (2 years after the burst ended). A one-sided light echo emerged
that was propagating into the interstellar medium.
Conclusions. The burst origin of the G323 maser flare has been verified. TDRT simulations revealed the strong influence of the burst
energetics and the local dust distribution on the strength and duration of the afterglow. The G323 burst is probably the most energetic
MYSO burst that has been observed so far. Within 8.4 yrs, an energy of (0.9+−

2.5
0.8) × 1047 erg was released. The short timescale points to

the accretion of a compact body, while the burst energy corresponds to an accumulated mass of at least (7+−
20
6 ) MJup and possibly even

more if the protostar is bloated. In this case, the accretion event might have triggered protostellar pulsations, which give rise to the
observed maser periodicity. The associated IR light echo is the second observed from a MYSO burst.

Key words. Accretion, accretion disks – Stars: formation – Stars: protostars – Stars: individual objects (G323.46−0.08,
IRAS15254-5621) – Radiative transfer – Masers

⋆ Based on observations made with the NASA/DLR Stratospheric Ob-
servatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA) under Proposal ID 75_0103
and at the European Organization for Astronomical Research in the
Southern Hemisphere under ESO programs ID 077.C-0687(A), 083.C-
0582(A), and 290.C-5165(A).

1. Introduction

Episodic accretion events are phases of strongly enhanced mass
accumulation during (proto-)stellar growth. These are not re-
stricted to young stars of low and intermediate mass (Hartmann &
Kenyon 1996; Audard et al. 2014), but they also occur during the
formation of high-mass stars (Caratti o Garatti et al. 2017; Hunter
et al. 2017; Stecklum et al. 2021). The energy released during
such accretion bursts strongly affects the massive young stellar
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object (MYSO) and its circumstellar environment in various ways.
Heating of the dust in both the circumstellar disk and envelope
leads to a temporary increase in the dust continuum emission.
Depending on the strength and duration of the burst, this partially
or completely affects the spectral energy distribution (SED). The
timescales on which the SED changes are wavelength dependent,
where different wavelength regions trace different spatial regions
(e.g., Contreras Peña et al. 2020). Therefore, accretion bursts
provide a unique opportunity for "screening" MYSOs, which are
often deeply embedded throughout their formation time.

A specific aspect of MYSO accretion bursts is that their high
luminosity leads to the sublimation of volatile substances that
were trapped in the ice mantles of dust grains. Thus, for certain
molecules, such as methanol in particular, maser emission can
occur once the excitation conditions, for example, the specific
column density and strong mid-infrared (MIR) radiation field,
are satisfied. For this reason, radiatively pumped CH3OH masers
(Class II, Menten 1991a; Sobolev et al. 1997a; Cragg et al. 2005)
are a very good tracer of MYSOs (Breen et al. 2013). These
masers will flare during accretion bursts, which makes them a
reliable burst alert. Particularly useful is the 6.7 GHz transition
(Menten 1991b), as this is usually the brightest. During the burst,
the maser spots can be relocated, thus providing information on
the local structures such as spiral arms in a disk (see, e.g., Burns
et al. 2020).

Even after the burst is over, the far-infrared (FIR) fluxes re-
main elevated for quite some time, as witnessed for the MYSO
G358.93-0.03 burst (Stecklum et al. 2021). This thermal after-
glow depends on the local dust distribution and is a record of
the history of the burst. Its detection represents an a posteriori
confirmation for MYSO bursts, which were not or could not be
detected by other means. It allows for the energy release to be
constrained, which is fundamental for understanding the trigger-
ing mechanisms behind the burst. Until its recent shutdown, the
Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA, Er-
ickson & Davidson 1993; Young et al. 2012) was the only facility
offering the capability to verify the increase in FIR flux caused
by the burst, thus allowing for the detection of such an afterglow.

The object G323, which is also known as IRAS15254-5621,
is a massive star-forming region. It is located at RA: 15h29m19.s4,
DEC: −56◦31′23′′, J2000. It is covered by various surveys, since
it resides in the vicinity of the Galactic center. The red MSX
survey (RMS; Lumsden et al. 2013) and the APEX Telescope
Large Area Survey of the Galaxy (ATLASGAL; Schuller et al.
2009) revealed the main properties of the region. A bolometric
luminosity of L∼ (1 − 1.3)× 105 L⊙ was derived by integrating
its SED (Lumsden et al. 2013). G323 is accompanied by the
compact ATLASGAL clump AGAL 323.459-00.079 (Urquhart
et al. 2014), considered a massive cluster progenitor (Csengeri
et al. 2017) with a mass of ∼ 600 M⊙ that hosts the MYSO. For
this reason, the source is included in the ALMAGAL survey,
a large program on ALMA (2019.1.00195.L, PI: S. Molinari),
dedicated to studying the evolution of high-mass protocluster
formation in the Galaxy. Araya et al. (2005) found blueshifted and
redshifted CS (3–2) as well as 13CO (2–1) line wings, indicative
of a molecular outflow. A similar signature in the 18CO (2–1)
line is observed by the SEDIGISM survey (Yang et al. 2022).
However, Guerra-Varas et al. (2023) did not detect an outflow
in the SiO (2-1) line and wings of the HCO+ (2-1) line with the
APEX telescope. Recently, Ma et al. (2023) identified this clump
as a hub for star formation fed by three filaments. For the hub
junction, they derived an extent of 2.4 pc× 2.4 pc and a mass of
(3072 ± 1200) M⊙.

Associated weak radio continuum emission was first reported
by Haynes et al. (1978) and later mapped by Walsh et al. (1998)
who did not resolve the source (< 2′′). Araya et al. (2005) de-
tected broad radio recombination lines toward this region, in-
dicating the presence of a hypercompact Hii region (HCHii).
Similar measurements of Murphy et al. (2010), Kim et al. (2018)
confirmed this finding. Murphy et al. (2010) also estimated the
extinction toward G323, based on the depth of the silicate absorp-
tion feature in a low-resolution IRAS spectrum, which amounts
to AV = (18± 1) mag. The object was observed in the ATOMS
survey (ALMA Three-millimeter Observations of Massive Star-
forming regions, Liu et al. 2020b) in Autumn 2019. The radio
recombination line and the continuum data at 3 mm are used by
Zhang et al. (2023) to characterize the HCHii.

The near-kinematic distance of approximately 4.2 kpc is gen-
erally preferred, rather than the far distance of 9.3 kpc (Lumsden
et al. 2013; Csengeri et al. 2017). Since there is no maser parallax
available yet for G323, we re-evaluated its kinematic distance
using the radial velocity with respect to the local standard of rest
(LSR) of 3LSR =−67.2 km s−1 (Proven-Adzri et al. 2019) together
with the kinematic model A5 from Reid et al. (2014) which yields
a value of (4.08+−

0.40
0.38) kpc. This distance is consistent with the

largest GAIA-DR2 stellar distances (Bailer-Jones et al. 2018) of
up to 3.7 kpc for stars in the foreground of the nebulosity associ-
ated with G323. It implies an interstellar extinction of AV ∼ 6 mag
according to the model of Amôres & Lépine (2005). The higher
Av of Murphy et al. (2010) is reasonable, since the object is lo-
cated in a star-forming region. GAIA detected a faint source (ID
5883491191298706432, G = 21.45 ± 0.06) close to the position
of G323 with an extremely red color BP−RP = 7.29±0.81 (Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2021) that points to scattered light from the
MYSO. Unfortunately, for such a faint source, the parallax error
of GAIA exceeds 1 mas (Cantat-Gaudin et al. 2018), making the
distance determination unfeasible.

The massive star-forming region G323 is associated with
methanol, water, and hydroxyl masers. The Class II methanol
6.7 GHz transition was first observed by MacLeod et al. (1992).
Monitoring of this transition at Hartebeesthoek Radio Astronomy
Observatory (HartRAO) revealed an increase in the total flux den-
sity from ∼ 20 Jy in 2011 (Green et al. 2015) to ∼ 7 500 Jy in 2015
(Proven-Adzri et al. 2019), that is, by a factor of ∼ 430. Interest-
ingly, the decay of the methanol maser, which has been ongoing
since then, is characterized by a periodic flux variation with a
cycle time of ∼ 93 d (MacLeod et al. 2021). The first flare evi-
dence was obtained from the brightening of the 6.035 GHz exOH
maser (MacLeod et al. 2021). The discovery of the maser flare
raises the question whether it is due to an accretion burst, similar
to S255IR-NIRS3 (Caratti o Garatti et al. 2017), NGC6334I-
MM1 (Hunter et al. 2017, 2018), and G358 (Brogan et al. 2019;
MacLeod et al. 2019; Burns et al. 2020; Stecklum et al. 2021).
The source is classified as "irregular" in the recent NEOWISE-
based variability study of 6.7 GHz maser sources by Song et al.
(2023). Their exclusion of the pre-burst WIS E epochs prevents
the burst detection.

We study the G323 event by combining archival data with re-
cent SOFIA/HAWC+measurements and the application of TDRT
models. So far, the question of the heating and cooling times of
YSO dust was treated in a simplified fashion by assuming extreme
cases of optical thickness together with energy considerations
(Johnstone et al. 2013). The use of the time-dependent radia-
tive transfer code TORUS (Harries 2011; Harries et al. 2019)
allows us to estimate the thermal timescales self-consistently.
This work represents the first application of TDRT simulations of
dust-continuum emission to a real astrophysical object.
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The paper is organized as follows. At first, the data obtained
by recent observations and from the literature are described in
Sect. 2. This is followed by a presentation of the results of the
data analysis in Sect. 3. The theoretical part in Sect. 4 contains the
radiative transfer (RT) modeling. It starts with the pre-burst static
RT modeling. Then, TDRT modeling follows, which predicts the
afterglow evolution and main burst parameters for three limiting
cases. We draw our conclusions about the burst impact at the end
of Section 4.4. The Discussion and Conclusion sections evaluate
and summarize our findings and put them in the context of current
observations of MYSO accretion bursts.

2. Observations and data reduction

2.1. VVV(X) survey imaging

The VISTA Variables in Via Lactea Survey (VVV, Minniti et al.
2010) and its extension VVVX (from 2016 to 2019) are ESO
public surveys that were conducted with the 4-m VISTA telescope
in the red optical/near-infrared (NIR) domain. They target the
Galactic bulge and part of the adjacent plane. Images of the G323
region were retrieved from the VISTA Science Archive. VVV(X)
obtained Ks-band imaging in all of their observing epochs of the
region. Data for the Z,Y, J and H filters are available only for 2010
and one epoch in 2015. Although this does not suffice to produce
light curves, a possible color change resulting from the burst can
be studied nevertheless. NIR images show the bright counterpart
of G323 embedded in a scattering nebulosity. Photometry was
established on VVV(X) images, taking into account the core
saturation of its point spread function (PSF) in the Ks-band. The
affected pixels were given zero weight when fitting the image
profile. This was performed using the MPFit2DPeak function
of the IDL Astronomy Users Library (Landsman 1995), using a
tilted Moffat function that is appropriate for PSFs in ground-based
images (Moffat 1969). Images with seeing worse than 3′′.5 were
discarded. The photometry is given in Table A.5 of the Appendix.

2.2. Skymapper survey imaging

The very recent fourth release (Onken et al. 2024) of the Skymap-
per survey1 provides images of the southern sky taken from March
2014 to September 2021 using uvgriz filters. Inspection of the
G323 region confirmed the detection of the object during the
burst in the i and z bands, although it is not listed in the catalog.
After retrieving those images, aperture photometry of G323 was
performed and calibrated using the photometric zero points given
in the FITS header. The same was done for the three VVV z-band
images taken at one pre-burst and two burst epochs to supple-
ment the z-band photometry. We note, that the filter transmission
of VISTA and Skymapper are slightly different. The effective
wavelengths are 0.877 and 0.912 µm respectively, with a band-
width of 0.097, and 0.116 µm. Using the spectral slope in this
wavelength range and the difference of the effective wavelengths,
the Skymapper magnitudes were tied to the VISTA z-band. The
photometry is given in Table A.4 of the Appendix.

2.3. ISAAC spectroscopy

Long-slit spectroscopy with the Infrared Spectrometer and Array
Camera ISAAC was performed on June 11, 2013, at the ESO-
VLT UT3 telescope, Paranal, Chile. A slit of 0′′.3 width was used,
producing a spectral resolution of ∼8 900, at a position angle (PA)

1 https://skymapper.anu.edu.au/

of 43◦.8, centered on the source (see Fig. 10). The total integration
time was 4 min. Nodding along the slit was performed with a
throw of 35′′ to allow for sky subtraction. The grating was set at
a central wavelength of 2.15 µm, offering a spectral bandwidth of
0.122 µm, covering a wavelength range from 2.086 to 2.210 µm.
Data reduction was performed using standard IRAF2 tasks. Each
observation was flat-fielded, sky subtracted, and corrected for the
distortion caused by long-slit spectroscopy. The atmospheric re-
sponse was corrected by dividing each spectrum by a telluric stan-
dard star (acquired with the same science settings), normalized to
the blackbody function at the stellar temperature, and corrected
for any absorption feature intrinsic to the star. Originally, we used
the telluric standard star for flux calibration. However, probably
due to slit flux loss, the resulting calibrated spectrum is K = 6.73,
mag, that is, ∼ 0.6, mag lower than the VVV photometry around
that epoch (see Sect. 3.2). Therefore, for calibration, we adopted
the closest K-band photometric point (16 June 2013). Wavelength
calibration was performed using the many OH lines located in
this spectral range, resulting in an average uncertainty of 0.2 Å
in the extracted spectra. Three spectra, centered on the source
and a few arcseconds NE and SW off the source, were extracted
from the spectral image, where both continuum and line emission
are present. Continuum emission from the final spectral image
was removed with the IRAF task "continuum". Finally, the radial
velocities of the observed lines were calculated using single or
multiple Gaussian fits (for multiple components), and corrected
for the target velocity with respect to the LSR.

2.4. NACO adaptive-optics imaging

The object G323 was observed on 3 June 2009 using NAOS-
CONICA (NACO, Rousset et al. 2003; Lenzen et al. 2003) in the
Ks-band at the ESO-VLT UT4 with a total exposure time of 24 s
at a pixel scale of 0′′.05. The image was retrieved from the ESO
Science Archive Facility. Astrometric calibration was performed
using five reference stars from GAIA-DR2 (Gaia Collaboration
et al. 2018). For the established world coordinate system (WCS),
the mean absolute deviation of the stellar positions from those of
GAIA-DR2 amounts to 0′′.018.

2.5. (NEO)WISE photometry

The WIS E mission utilized a cryogenic IR space telescope with
a 40-cm aperture (Wright et al. 2010) that carried out an all-sky
survey from 2010 to 2011 in four spectral bands, ranging from
3 µm to 25 µm. After coolant depletion in 2011, the telescope was
hibernated until reactivation in 2013 to become the NEOWISE
mission (Mainzer et al. 2014). Because passive cooling is less
efficient, since then only the two shortest bands, W1 (3.4 µm) and
W2 (4.6 µm), can be used.

The (NEO)WISE photometry for G323 covering observations
until end of 2022 was retrieved from the NASA/IPAC Infrared
Science Archive (IRSA)3 using a search radius of 5′′ around the
RMS position of RA: 15h29m19.s59, DEC: −56◦31′21′′.9 (Mot-
tram et al. 2007). Since the bright source is saturated in W1 and
W2, a photometric bias correction was applied4 to account for the

2 IRAF (Image Reduction and Analysis Facility) is distributed by
the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which are operated by
AURA, Inc., in cooperative agreement with the National Science Foun-
dation.
3 https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu
4 See http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/neowise/expsup/
sec2_1civa.html
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detector warm-up. Given the duration of the event and the partic-
ular time sampling of (NEO)WISE, we use the epoch-averaged
magnitudes in the following. Those for the two WIS E epochs pre-
ceding the burst amount to W1=4.77±0.11 and W2=3.21±0.12
which implies a color index (W1−W2) of 1.56±0.16. Photometry
is given in Table A.2 of the Appendix.

2.6. TIMMI2 MIR imaging

The MIR imaging at 10.4 µm (epoch 2006) was performed within
the RMS survey (Mottram et al. 2007) using the Thermal Infrared
MultiMode Instrument TIMMI2 (Reimann et al. 2000) at the
ESO 3.6-m telescope on La Silla. The image was retrieved from
the corresponding RMS web page5. To address its spatial extent,
images of the standard star HR 5288, which had been observed
before G323, were recovered from the ESO archive and used as
PSF reference.

2.7. VLTI/MATISSE observations

As part of an experiment using the CIAO off-axis mode of the
Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI) and the mid-infrared
interferometric instrument MATISSE (Lopez et al. 2022), we
attempted to observe G323 on the night of May 4, 2023 under
technical time (ESO program ID 60.A-9801). While the source
itself was overresolved by the interferometer (see below), we
summarize the details of this experiment here, as it was the first
attempt to use the CIAO subsystem with MATISSE.

Unlike the standard observing mode with MATISSE on the 8-
m UT telescopes, which uses the MACAO adaptive optics system
for telescope guiding and AO corrections at optical wavelengths,
the CIAO system performs off-axis guiding and AO corrections
at near-infrared wavelengths (i.e., the H, and K band), making
observations of embedded targets such as G323 possible. G323
itself does not have a suitably bright optical guide star within the
∼ 1′ field accessible to MACAO.

During the observations, UT3 was offline due to technical
problems, which means that only the UT1-UT2-UT4 triangle was
used. We used the low-resolution standalone mode of MATISSE
without chopping, which simultaneously covers the L, M, and
N bands. For the guide star, we used a K = 9.4 mag star 41.6′′
from G323, and we were able to both acquire flux from G323 and
track the source without incident on all three telescopes. However,
we were unable to acquire fringes for the source after multiple
attempts, despite its relative brightness (>∼2 Jy in the L band)
and successful fringe acquisitions for calibrator stars immedi-
ately before and after (HD 100713 and HD 135902), implying
that G323 was over-resolved at these baselines and wavelengths.
For the shortest projected baseline on UT1-UT2 of 52 m, this
implies that the angular size of the compact emission at 3.5 µm is
roughly larger than ∼ 14 mas (Gaussian full width at half maxi-
mum, FWHM). Here we assumed that a source with a correlated
flux of less than 0.04 Jy would be over-resolved by the interfer-
ometer (taken from the description of the MATISSE instrument6).
We discuss the implications of this constraint further in Sect. 5.5.

2.8. FIR imaging

As outlined below (cf. Sect. 4.3), key information on the afterglow
is provided by the fluxes in the FIR region. Therefore, accurate

5 http://rms.leeds.ac.uk/cgi-bin/public/RMS_SEARCH_RESULTS.
cgi?text_field_1=G323.4584-00.0787&radius_field=60&listID=1
6 https://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/instruments/matisse/inst.html

photometry is required to detect even weak but elevated emission
from the afterglow several years after the burst peak.

G323 is very bright in the wavelength bands of HAWC+.
According to the AKARI /FIS Bright Source Catalogue (Yama-
mura et al. 2009), its pre-burst flux density exceeds 1500 Jy
in this spectral range. The Herschel /PACS point source cat-
alog (HPPSC, Marton et al. 2017) lists the following fluxes
F(70 µm)= (2459± 23) Jy and F(160 µm)= (1721± 70) Jy. These
will be used for primary comparison, with the HAWC+ fluxes
interpolated and transferred to the PACS color system.

To obtain comparison data for the TDRT simulations, Direc-
tors’ discretionary time (DDT, proposal ID 75_0103) was granted
for HAWC+ observations of G323 with SOFIA during the south-
ern deployment at Christchurch in Cycle 9. HAWC+ (Harper
et al. 2018) is a FIR camera and imaging polarimeter that allows
total and polarized flux imaging in five broad bands with central
wavelengths of 53, 62, 89, 154, and 214 µm. HAWC+ provides
a 64×60 pixel footprint for imaging with pixel sizes ranging
from 2′′.55 to 9′′.37 from the shortest to the longest wavelengths,
producing a field of view (FoV) of 2′.8×1′.7 to 8′.4×6′.2.

The observations were carried out on 6 July 2022 (MJD
59766.5852) using all five spectral bands with an integration
time of three minutes each. Total flux imaging observations were
made in on-the-fly mapping mode using the Lissajous scan type
and employing scan amplitudes ranging from 30′′ to 90′′ in each
direction. The final map sizes vary from 2′.9×4′.1 to 10′.0×12′.9.
The data were retrieved from IRSA. Photometry with variable
aperture size was performed on both PACS and HAWC+ im-
ages to arrive at a flux comparison with the PACS measurements.
Radii that reproduce HPPSC fluxes were derived by varying the
aperture size on the PACS images.

2.9. ALMA observations

The ALMA Cycle 7 project ALMAGAL aims to observe the
1.3 mm continuum and lines toward dense molecular clumps in
the Galactic Plane at a sensitivity level of 0.1 mJy. Measurements
are made with the 12-m array and the 7-m Alma Compact Array
(ACA). Data for G323 were retrieved from the ALMA Science
Archive (e.g., Stoehr et al. 2014). For this paper, we used the
available 12-m array measurements on ALMAGAL field 767784
(observing date: 30-December-2019), where we worked on the
data products obtained by the standard pipeline in CASA (Com-
mon Astronomy Software Applications package, McMullin et al.
2007). This data set has a typical spatial resolution of 1′′.2. In
the course of this work, a discrepancy was observed between
the flux density at 1.4 mm obtained from the ALMAGAL data
and the 3 mm measurement by Zhang et al. (2023). Therefore,
the corresponding data set from Zhang et al. (2023), obtained at
about the same epoch, was also analyzed using CASA.

2.10. Archival data and SED

Apart from the flux densities derived from the observations men-
tioned above, supplementary data were drawn using the VizieR
photometry tool7 to establish the pre-burst SED of the source.
The spectrum was augmented by four flux densities extracted
from the IRAS LRS spectrum (Joint IRAS Science Working
Group 1997). The values are given in Tab A.3.

7 https://vizier.cds.unistra.fr/vizier/sed/
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3. Data analysis and results

3.1. IR imaging

The VVV JHKs color composite images for the pre-burst and
burst epochs are shown in Fig. 1. The NIR images display the
bright counterpart of G323 embedded in a scattering nebulos-
ity. The increase in the NIR brightness of the MYSO and its
surrounding reflection nebula as a result of the burst is obvious.

Fig. 1: VVV JHKs pre-burst (left) and burst (right) color com-
posites (FoV 44′′ × 44′′, north is up and east is to the left). The
central cyan-colored areas are due to detector saturation.

The TIMMI2 image is shown in Fig. 2. The contours delineate
[5, 35, 200, 560]× 1σ levels where the latter corresponds to half
of the peak value. The lower-left circle shows the FWHM of a
standard star measured before the object. Although the object was
classified as point-like, the absence of the first Airy ring, expected
for an unresolved source in diffraction-limited imaging, indicates
that it is marginally resolved. By subtracting the FWHMs of the
standard star in quadrature, a deconvolved size of (1′′.20×1′′.08)±
0′′.01 at a position angle of 102◦.5 ± 0′′.1 was obtained.

Fig. 2: TIMMI2 10.4 µm image (epoch 2006). The lower left
circle shows the FWHM of a standard star measured before the
object. The contours delineate [5, 35, 200, 560]× 1σ levels where
the latter corresponds to half of the peak value. No Airy-rings are
visible, although the source was classified as point-like.

The appearance of the target in the various HAWC+ bands
is shown in Fig. 3 where the image size is scaled to apparently
‘cancel’ the wavelength dependence of the PSF. The absence of

diffraction rings implies that the source is resolved at all HAWC+
wavelengths.

3.2. IR light curves and color change

The IR light curves based on VVV(X) Ks-band as well as the
(NEO)WISE photometry are shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.
For comparison, the (NEO)WISE W1 and W2 light curves were
shifted to match the pre-burst Ks-band magnitude. Since the
(NEO)WISE fluxes in both bands exceed the limit for which
a meaningful bias correction can be applied, the burst light curves
are not suitable for drawing quantitative conclusions. However,
they represent an independent confirmation of the event, heralded
by a maser-flare. The integrated maser flux is plotted in green.
The scatter during and after the burst is due to the short-term
periodicity of 93.5 d (Proven-Adzri et al. 2019). The correlation
between the maser flare and the burst is discussed in more detail
in Sect. 3.4. The vertical red, and blue lines mark the dates of the
burst onset, and the first flare evidence from the 6.035 GHz exOH
maser (MacLeod et al. 2021).

The temporal behavior of the Ks-band brightness can be
subdivided into two phases. The burst appears to have started
in early 2012, and we designate 5 June 2012 (MJD 56083) as
its onset date. At that date, the polynomial rise approximation
started to exceed the error margin of the mean pre-burst Ks-band
magnitude of 7.91 mag. A particular rapid flux increase occurred
in June 2013, probably shortly before the burst peak. The
intersection of the polynomial rise approximation and the
exponential decay of the NIR flux variability suggests that the
peak date of the burst was in late summer 2013, probably around
31 August 2013 (MJD 56535). Then it fainted with a linear trend
of 0.75 mag yr−1 which corresponds to a flux decline with an
e-folding time of 3.3 years. The pre-burst Ks magnitude was
again reached around 27 September 2020 (MJD 59119). We
consider this date to mark the end of the accretion burst, which
then lasted ∼8.4 years. The right panel of Fig. 4 shows the
comparison of the i, and z-band light curve from the Skymapper
survey with the Ks light curve. Both the i, and z bands confirm
the end of the burst in 2020. The z post-burst magnitude is the
same as the pre-burst magnitude within the given errors.

The color indices (H − Ks), and (J − H) were estimated from
images in the J-, and H-band taken about 1.8 years after the
burst peak. They indicate that compared with its color during
the pre-burst stage, the source was bluer by 0.7 mag in (H − Ks),
and 0.62 mag in (J − H) at that time. Comparison of the W1,
and W2 magnitudes at the burst peak appears to indicate that for
G323 as well (see also Fig. 7). Young eruptive stars may become
bluer or redder when brighter during the outburst (e.g., Lucas
et al. 2024) which cannot be explained by variable extinction
alone. For example, Contreras Peña et al. (2023) observed bluer
(W1 −W2) burst colors in the embedded FUor SPICY 97 855.

3.3. The scattered light echo

In recent years, an increasing number of light echoes (LEs) from
low-/intermediate-mass young stellar objects (YSOs) are identi-
fied (Ortiz et al. 2010; Hodapp & Chini 2015; Dahm & Hillen-
brand 2017). The first observed LE associated with a MYSO burst
is that of S255IR-NIRS3 (Caratti o Garatti et al. 2017; Stecklum
et al. 2017). To assess the presence of a scattering LE of the G323
burst, optimal image subtraction (e.g., Alard & Lupton 1998) on
the VVV(X) images was performed. For this purpose, the im-
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Fig. 3: HAWC+ log scaled image cutouts, centered on G323 and spatially scaled to the beam FWHM (lower left) for each band. The
absence of Airy rings indicates that the source is resolved at all wavelengths. The horizontal line marks an angular size of 1′.

Fig. 4: Left: Light curves based on VVV(X) (black) and (NEO)WISE photometry (W1 - blue, and W2 - red) as well as 6.7 GHz total
maser flux (green, Green et al. 2015; MacLeod et al. 2021). Vertical red and blue lines mark the dates of the burst onset and first flare
evidence from the 6.035 GHz exOH maser (MacLeod et al. 2021). The Ks rise was approximated by a polynomial, while its decay is
roughly linear on a log scale (dashed line). The (NEO)WISE magnitudes are shifted to match those of Ks. The integrated maser flux
is shown on a log scale (right ordinate). Its scatter is due to the short-term periodicity. Right: Ks (black), i (blue), and z (green) light
curves, with i and z magnitudes shifted to match those of Ks. The z pre- and post-magnitudes agree within the errors.

plementation using Interactive Data Language (IDL)8 was used
(Miller et al. 2008). For each band, the pre-burst image with the
smallest FWHM served as a reference. Spatial extinction varia-
tions across massive star-forming regions hamper LE detection in
difference images. For this reason, ratio images were created by
division with the reference image, which cancels these variations
(assumed to be constant in time). This proved useful in revealing
the LE of the S255IR-NIRS3 accretion burst (Caratti o Garatti
et al. 2017).

An overview of the burst-induced change in the appearance
of G323 is given by Fig. 5, showing the pre-burst, difference, and
ratio images for the various VVV(X) filters. The difference and
ratio images provide clear evidence of a light echo associated
with G323. Another one 1′.35 southeast of G323, which appeared
later, can be seen in the sequence of Ks images (Fig. 6). We denote
those as ‘prompt’ and ‘remote’ LEs. In the J, H, and Ks ratio
images of Fig. 5, the highest values are not located close to the
source, but at a distance that increases with wavelength. This
illustrates the echo propagation and the dependence of its velocity
on the optical depth, which is lower for longer wavelengths (e.g.,
Draine 2003).

Light echoes (LEs) are also detected in the NEOWISE W1
and W2 images, which were retrieved using the ICORE tool
(Masci 2013). This is not self-evident, as the scattering cross-
section of interstellar dust grains at longer wavelengths is smaller
(e.g., Draine 2003). However, the lower scattering efficiency is
more than compensated by higher flux densities in the NEOWISE
bands compared to Ks (cf. Fig. 15). The features of the LEs and

8 IDL® is a registered trademark of L3Harris Technologies, Inc.

their evolution seen by NEOWISE correspond to what is found
in the Ks-band.

Near the source, the spatial brightness distribution of the LE
echo represents a record of the burst history. Thus, the maximum
of the ratio values provides an estimate of the maximum burst
strength. This holds for the J- and H-bands, where the maximum
values at various locations are around 20. Further away, the echo
strength decreases as a result of spatial propagation and super-
position along the line of sight. This is already the case for the
Ks-band. Clearly, the LE is not circular-symmetric but extends
southeast and is missing in the opposite direction. This indicates
a nonuniform dust distribution in the environment of G323. The
absence of an LE in the northwest could be related to the curved
rim-shaped structure in this area (cf. Fig. 1) that could block or
shadow it.

The temporal evolution of the source appearance during the
burst can be seen in the sequence of Ks-band frames (Fig. 6),
taken from 2010 to 2019. For illustrative purposes, images were
selected with a time difference of about one year, except for a
half year during the burst rise. Although this is only a subset of
all Ks-band images, it nonetheless provides the most important
information. To emphasize structural changes, the difference im-
ages are shown in Fig. 6. They can be traced on the ratio images
as well, albeit at a lower dynamic range. Early signs of the burst
are visible in 2012 which reached its full swing in the following
year. The larger number of saturated pixels at the MYSO posi-
tion indicates an increase in brightness. One year later (2014),
the propagation of the prompt LE becomes obvious. An arc-like
feature becomes visible that winds toward the east, as well as a
straight one that is oriented toward the south. Until the next epoch
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Fig. 5. Columns from left to right show
Z,Y, J,H, and Ks images and rows from
top to bottom show those of 2010, 2015,
difference, and ratio (range 0. . . 17.5). The
crosshair marks the MYSO position. For
the upper two rows, the values comprise 98
percentiles, displayed using a linear stretch.
At red optical wavelengths (two leftmost
columns), the object appears bipolar. Both
blobs are probably due to scattering, with
the eastern one brighter in Z. Both are off-
set from the nominal MYSO position and
indicated by the red Z contours in Fig. 10.
The prompt LE is visible in all five bands.
Its large size in the Ks ratio image is due to
a smaller number of scatterings compared
to the other bands. A common foreground
proper motion binary (blue arrow) appears
in Z and J next to G323. The FoV amounts
to 70′′×45′′.

Fig. 6: The Ks-band difference images show the temporal evolution of the burst and the associated LEs, displayed using a log scale.
The prompt echo, which originates from the cloud core, is monopolar and spreads to the southeast at an PA of ∼ 135◦. A remote LE
that appeared later traces denser structures of the ISM. The red polygon encloses the area from which its light curves were established.
The FoV is 135′′ × 80′′.

(2015), the eastern arc-like feature vanished, and the straight one
became arcuate with a strong turn. Over time, the burst light prop-
agated into the interstellar medium, leading to the appearance of
a remote LE in 2016, featuring variable illumination. The last
frames of Fig. 6 also show the general fading of the source and
its environment. Finally, an elliptical structure with the MYSO at
its western apex is worth mentioning, as it is visible from 2015
to 2019. Due to its pertinent morphology, it has to be stationary.
Perhaps this could be light scattered from the wall of an outflow
cavity.

The remote LE is still faintly visible in NEOWISE images
taken in 2023 (cf. Fig. A.1). Its light curves (Fig. 7) were estab-
lished by integrating the fluxes in the Ks, W1, and W2 bands over
this region, marked in Fig. 6. The subtracted background was
derived from an area northwest of the MYSO, devoid of stars.
Notably, these light curves cover the burst rise which is missing in
the on-source data (cf. Fig. 4) because of the time gap between the
WIS E and NEOWISE missions. The primary characteristics that
can be drawn from them are the following. The LE peak occurs
slightly more than four years after the burst peak. Its amplitude is
shallower than that of the burst, which is due to echo propagation.
The W1 −W2 color change confirms the ‘bluening’ during the
burst. Due to the wavelength dependence of the scattering cross
section, the pre-burst colors of the LE are bluer than those of the
source, as indicated by Ks −W1 = 2.44 ± 0.20 vs. 3.20±0.12 and
W1 −W2 = 1.25 ± 0.23 vs. 1.56 ± 0.16.

For common cases of LEs, as for example those associated
with novae, supernovae, and variable stars (Sugerman 2007; Jiang
et al. 2016; Kervella et al. 2008), a superluminal motion of the
echo is present. It is a pure geometrical effect that follows from
first principles in the case of single scattering (Nemiroff et al.
2016). Whether a prompt YSO LE is superluminal is questionable,
since its environment is quite dusty. Thus, multiple scattering
may overwhelm the geometric effect on which the superluminal
motion rests. For G323, the apparent propagation velocity can be
derived from the projected separation between the echo boundary
and the MYSO, as well as the time difference between the date
of the burst peak and the epoch of observation. For the Ks-band,
the respective quantities are ∼ 22′′ and one year. Together with a
distance of 4.08 kpc, this yields 1.4 c. Although this confirms the
superluminal motion in the Ks-band, it implies that the apparent
velocity is smaller for H and J. Given the small extent of the J
echo, its apparent velocity is probably close to subluminal.

In the optically thick regions, the photons follow random walk
paths, where the effective travel distance is given by the diffusion
path length. For random walk processes, the diffusion path length
ldi f f is ∝ l f ree ·

√
nscat (assuming isotropic scattering), where l f ree

is the mean free path and nscat is the number of scattering events.
Within a fixed time t the photons can travel a path with a "real"
length of lreal = nscat · l f ree · c, with c being the speed of light.
The "real" path is the same for all wavelengths (it depends only
on the travel time and c), but the interaction free path length
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Fig. 7: Light curves of the remote LE where colored error bars
denote the following: Ks (black), W1 (blue), W2 (red), and W1 −
W2 color (green, right ordinate). The vertical dashed line marks
the date of the burst peak. The LE peak occurs slightly more than
four years after the burst peak.

(and hence the number of scattering events) depends on the op-
tical depth (and hence the wavelength). When the equations are
combined, the diffusion length at a given time and wavelength
is ldi f f (λ, t) ∝ lreal(t) · (nscat,λ)−1/2. This implies a difference in
the diffusion path length (and hence the apparent LE extent) for
different wavelengths. With nscat ∝ τ

2 (see e.g., Krieger & Wolf
2021), the expected extent of the LE in Ks compared to that
seen in Z can be written as the inverse ratio of the optical depths
ldi f f ,Ks/ldi f f ,Z ∼ τZ/τKs. For MRN dust (Mathis et al. 1977), the
optical depth ratio between the Z and Ks filters is τZ/τKs ∼ 3.8.
This would imply that LE propagation is almost a factor four
slower in Z than in Ks. However, the density within the cloud
core is highly variable, and a measurable slowdown is expected
only in the densest regions (close to the protostar) and therefore
the effect will be smaller.

3.4. IR-maser correlation

Class II methanol masers are pumped by MIR radiation (e.g.,
Sobolev et al. 1997b, Cragg et al. 2005). Therefore, variations in
the pumping rate will change the maser flux. The recent accretion
bursts from MYSOs were all accompanied by flares of those
masers (e.g., Sugiyama et al. 2015, Hunter et al. 2017, Szymczak
et al. 2018, Sugiyama et al. 2019), which confirmed their radiative
excitation. The correlation between mid-IR and maser radiation
exists also for sources, that show periodic simultaneous maser
and IR flares, such as G107.298 + 5.639 (Stecklum et al. 2018),
G36.705+0.096 (Stecklum & Linz 2022), as well as G45.804 -
0.356, and G49.043 -1.079 (Olech et al. 2022).

For the G323 burst, there is also a clear correlation between
the maser flux and the Ks-band flux (cf. Fig. 4 ). We note that
although NIR Ks-band photons do not pump the masers, the
long-term variation of the integrated maser flux closely follows
the Ks light curve, simply because the NIR and MIR maser-

exciting radiation vary in the same fashion. A log-log regression
yields a power-law exponent of 1.4 ± 0.12. Thus, the G323 burst
strengthens the evidence that Class II methanol maser flares are a
reliable tracer of episodic accretion variability of young massive
stars.

An attempt to detect the maser periodicity in the VVV(X)
photometry failed because the cadence of the NIR survey was
insufficient. While (NEO)WISE is able to trace intraday variabil-
ity during a visit for sources that are not too bright, the large
photometric errors for saturated targets such as G323 precludes
concluding whether its brightness varies in sync with the maser.

3.5. HAWC+ FIR photometry

As stated above, the main objective of the SOFIA/HAWC+ obser-
vations is to constrain the burst energy by assessing the strength
of a possible FIR afterglow due to the burst. This was done by
comparing the pre-burst fluxes from the HPPSC with those mea-
sured with HAWC+. Although the field sizes of the 53, 62, and
89 µm bands do not cover additional HPPSC sources, the larger
fields of the 154 and 214 µm bands comprise one or more. The
detection of the source HPPSC160A_J152920.2-562522 in the
154 µm image provides the opportunity to check the flux calibra-
tion. PSF photometry of this object revealed that its HAWC+ flux
exceeds the PACS flux by (15±7)%. Consequently, this was taken
into account in the analysis. Furthermore, the HAWC+ 62 and
154 µm fluxes were interpolated to the PACS wavelengths using a
polynomial approximation of the post-burst FIR SED established
from all HAWC+ bands.

The flux growth curves with increasing aperture size are
shown in Fig. 8 for the PACS 70 and 160 µm as well as for
the HAWC+ counterparts. Red and blue mark the wavelengths,
while dashed and solid lines indicate PACS and HAWC+ fluxes.
The vertical lines point to aperture radii, which reproduce the
HPPSC fluxes. The flux ratios HAWC+ vs. PACS for the blue
and red bands were derived by dividing the values of the respec-
tive growth curves and taking their average. They amount to
1.142 ± 0.046 and 1.085 ± 0.061. The errors take into account the
scatter of the growth-curve ratios and the relative uncertainties of
the PACS fluxes as well as those of the HAWC+ calibration. The
ratio values agree within their errors, which a posteriori confirms
the 154 µm flux correction. They suggest the presence of a weak
FIR flux excess, which stems from the burst afterglow.

The HAWC+ fluxes were derived for all bands using aperture
sizes tied to those obtained as outlined above using a linear rela-
tion for the wavelength dependence. The formal uncertainty ob-
tained from the error images provided by the processing pipeline
(DRP version 3.0.0) is in the range of a few Jansky only. The un-
certainty of the flux calibration can be assessed from the residuals
of a low-order polynomial fit to the observed fluxes, since the
dust-continuum SED of the YSOs is continuous and featureless
in the FIR (cf. Stecklum et al. 2021). This yields a relative error
of 10%.

The HAWC+ photometry is given in Table A.1 along with
beam sizes, as well as image and deconvolved FWHMs. The
FWHMs of the image profile were derived by fitting an ellipse to
the cut at 50% peak level. The uncertainty of the length of the axis
ranges from 0′′.5 to 1′′.5, while that of the position angles is ∼13◦.
The deconvolved sizes are based on the geometric mean of the
major and minor axes, from which the beam size was subtracted
in quadrature. The post-burst SED is plotted in Fig. 9 in orange
(HAWC+ filters), with the interpolation to the PACS wavelengths
in red. The pre-burst SED is shown in blue for comparison. The
inset shows a zoom-in on the region of interest.
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Fig. 8: Flux growth curves of PACS (dashed) and HAWC+ (solid).
The wavelength bands are indicated by color, where blue is 62/70
and red 154/160 µm for HAWC+/PACS, respectively. The ver-
tical lines mark the aperture radii, which reproduce the HPPSC
fluxes. Black lines are polynomial approximations, reducing the
influence of finite pixel size. The mean of the growth curve ratios
gives the increase at the HAWC+ epoch.

Fig. 9: Pre-burst SED (blue), together with the HAWC+ post-
burst observations (orange). The HAWC+ observations were
interpolated to match the wavelengths of the pre-burst observation.
The resulting data points are colored red. The inset shows a zoom-
in on the region of interest. The flux excess in the post-burst
epoch is small (only ∼ 10% at 70, 160 µm).

3.6. AO and thermal IR imagery

The pre-burst NACO Ks-band image is shown in Fig. 10. A log-
arithmic scale is used to display the lower surface brightness.
The black diamond marks the peak position of 1.4 mm emission,
based on the ALMAGAL data obtained with the ALMA 12-m
array. This probably corresponds to the location of the MYSO. As
mentioned in the caption of Fig. 5, the contours of the emission of
the Z band are superimposed in red. The two scattering blobs are
located southeast of the Ks-band peak. The western one coincides
with the position of the GAIA source. The white contours delin-
eate the 19 GHz radio continuum (Murphy et al. 2010), which
is centered on the MYSO. The remaining symbols, filled circles

Fig. 10: NACO AO Ks-band image (epoch 2009) using a log-
arithmic stretch with contours of the 19 GHz radio continuum
(white, Murphy et al. 2010) and from the Z-band pre-burst image
(red, epoch 2010). Maser spots are marked by crosses in blue
(Caswell & Reynolds 2001, epoch 1994) and red (Green et al.
2015, epoch 2011), with sizes indicating the position error. The
black diamond is at the peak of the 1.4 mm emission while the
black square marks the GAIA source. The yellow rectangle shows
orientation and width of the ISAAC slit.

with error bars, mark the positions of 6.7 GHz masers (blue -
Caswell 1997, red - Green et al. 2015), as well as the width and
orientation of the ISAAC slit (yellow). The tightly winded circu-
lar Z-band contours at the bottom are due to a foreground star
that is barely visible at their center.

The field stars in the NACO AO image have FWHMs of
the order of 0′′.11-0′′.16. Therefore, the image can be well com-
pared with the available radio data of similar resolution and po-
sition accuracy. It provides information on linear spatial scales
of about 500 au. The elliptical image core is marginally resolved.
The FWHMs obtained by a bivariate Gaussian fit are 0′′.254 and
0′′.177, and the major axis is at a position angle (PA) of 28◦.5. This
corresponds to the beam-deconvolved linear sizes of 890 au and
490 au, respectively. The ISAAC slit (PA=43◦.8) applied for K
band spectroscopy is almost aligned with the major axis. Both
PAs are not too far from those of the HAWC+ images listed in
Tab A.1.

3.7. K-band spectroscopy

The spectral image shows a rising continuum and two bright
emission lines, namely the H i Brγ line at 2.166 µm and the H2 1–
0 S(1) line at 2.122 µm. A zoom-in on the continuum-subtracted
spectral image is given in Fig. 11. There may be a third line, well
below the 3σ detection, centered around ∼2.206 µm. If real, this
line would be one of the two Na i doublet lines often detected
in the K-band (Caratti o Garatti et al. 2017), the second one (at
2.208 µm) falls beyond our spectral coverage. In fact, the spectral
image covers a small portion of the K band. Therefore, other
important features, such as the CO band heads (between 2.28 and
2.5 µm) that trace disk-mediated accretion are not included.

Both the continuum and detected lines extend a few arc sec-
onds farther away from the point source position and are probably
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Wavelength [Angstroms]

Fig. 11: Zoom-in sections of the continuum-subtracted spectral
image showing 2.122 µm H2 (left) and 2.166 µm Brγ (right),
both featuring extended emission. Red contours show the source
continuum emission (1 − 3)×10−14 erg s−1 cm−2 Å−1. NE is up.

scattered along the outflow cavities. While the Brγ line extends
toward NE and SW along the slit, the H2 emission is detected
toward NE and is not seen at the source or toward SW (see Fig-
ure 11). There may be a faint H2 emission toward the SW, but it
is well below the 3σ detection limit.

Table 1 lists line fluxes, full width at half maximum (FWHM),
peak radial velocities (vr) and full width at zero intensity (FWZI)
of Brγ and H2 along the three different regions extracted from
the spectral image, namely at the source, toward the NE and
SW of the source. The H2 emission, only detected in the NE
region, is spectrally unresolved (FWHM ∼2.4 Å or 34 km s−1)
and its maximum radial velocity is around 0 km s−1 or slightly
redshifted (4±4 km s−1). The H2 kinematics points to fluorescent
emission from the HCHii region around the source. On the other
hand, the kinematics of the Brγ line is more complex. The line is
spectrally resolved in the three extracted regions. It has a radial
velocity close to 0 km s−1 on source, whereas the SW region is
slightly blueshifted (-14±5 km s−1) whereas the NE region has
three different velocity components at -28, 2, and 32 km s−1. Fur-
thermore, the FWZI values of the line in the three regions range
from 150 to 170 km s−1. Spectroscopy was performed during the
light-curve rise, close to the NIR peak of the outburst. At that
time, no P-Cygni profile was present in the Brγ line. This feature
is commonly attributed to an emerging ionized wind. Its absence
in the G323 spectrum may indicate that the launching of the wind
is not a prompt process, but delayed with respect to the temporal
evolution of the burst. This was observed for the S255IR-NIRS3
outburst (Cesaroni et al. 2018).

3.8. The ALMA view of G323

The ALMA continuum and line data are a crucial supplement
for the IR observations to complete the characterization of the

Table 1: Fluxes and kinematics of the Brγ and H2 (2.12 µm) lines.

Quantity On source NE region SW region
Brγ Brγ H2 Brγ

F ± ∆F 61±1 20±1 0.43±0.04 6.5±0.2
[FU]

vr ± ∆vr -3±4 -28±5 4±4 -14±5
[km s−1] 2±5

32±5
FWHM 58±5 73±5 34±5 74±5
[km s−1]
FWZI 150±5 170±5 99±10 170±5

[km s−1]
FU denotes the flux unit, which is in 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1

MYSO. We emphasize that the data were taken at the end of 2019,
less than one year before the burst end. Fig. 12 shows the 1.4 mm
dust continuum map taken with an 80th percent baseline length
(L80BL) of 511 m which indicates that the source is resolved by
a few beams. The contours start at 5σ (σ = 1.6 mJy/beam) and
increase in steps of 20σ. At the lowest level, it is not circular but
shows extended emission.

Fig. 12: 1.4 mm dust continuum map with superimposed contours.
The ellipse on the lower left indicates the beam size. The object
is resolved and shows faint extended emission.

Fig. 13 displays the first moment of SiO line emission along
with the contours of the dust continuum at a coarser resolution,
based on observations with an L80BL value of 126 m. The line
emission is centered on the millimeter source and shows a velocity
gradient from the SE to the NW. This indicates that the gas to
the SE is redshifted. The velocity interval is rather small for the
source being seen face-on, which argues against an origin of the
emission in an outflow. There is no sign of Keplerian rotation for
which the largest velocity differences would be at the center. The
coarse resolution of the ALMA 12-m array is not sufficient to
resolve a possible disk.

The contours of the intensity map of the blueshifted and red-
shifted 13CO(2–1) emission are shown in Fig. 14, superimposed
on a Ks image taken in mid-2015 along with the 1.4 mm contin-
uum emission. The latter appears as a small blob in the white
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Fig. 13: First moment of the SiO emission with superimposed
dust continuum contours from the ALMA 12-m array. The color
bar indicates the velocity interval, in units of km s−1. There is a
slight gradient from the SE to the NW.

area of the saturated central region. The synthesized beam size
(1′′.3 × 1′′.2) of the 13CO(2–1) observations is shown on the bot-
tom left. The line emission was integrated in the LSR velocity
ranges from 7 to 18 km s−1 for the redshifted gas and from -7 to
-15 km s−1 for the blueshifted gas. The contours begin at 5σ and
increase in steps of 2σ where σ is 0.18 Jy/beam km s−1 and 0.13
Jy/beam km s−1 for the redshifted and blueshifted lobes, respec-
tively. Remarkably, the blueshifted gas appears to coincide with
the dusty ridge west of the MYSO while the redshifted emission
toward the east is co-spatial with the NIR nebulosity. This is not
typical for outflow cavities, which are usually devoid of dust and
scatter from their walls. If the CO emission traces an outflow of
a source seen almost pole-on, its bipolar lobes should overlap
more strongly than is the case for G323. Moreover, considerable
bending seems to be present. Although this challenges the out-
flow interpretation and possibly argues for bulk-gas motion, a
deflection of the blueshifted lobe at the western dust rim cannot
be ruled out. Unfortunately, the ALMA 1.4 mm map is not suf-
ficiently sensitive to shed light on the dust distribution at larger
scales. Inspection of the SPITZER/IRAC images does not provide
evidence for a bipolar outflow as well. Unlike other MYSOs, for
which outflows were found (e.g., Caratti o Garatti et al. 2015),
the IRAC2 image, which covers a wealth of shock-excited H2
lines (e.g., Noriega-Crespo et al. 2004), does not show typical
bow-like emission features on either side of the source.

4. Radiative transfer modeling

4.1. The static pre-burst model

In order to obtain a first guess pre-burst model, we chose a similar
approach as introduced in Robitaille (2017), where a pool of
SEDs is generated for a sample of different YSO configurations,
that consist of the same set of components. For this purpose,
we applied the TORUS code (Harries et al. 2019) its radiative
equilibrium mode to generate a database of pre-burst SEDs. This
is the same code used for time-dependent modeling as well.

We assumed an axisymmetric geometry, and the state vari-
ables (temperature, density etc.) were stored as a 2-D cylindrical

Fig. 14: Distribution of the redshifted and blueshifted 13CO (2-1)
line emission as mapped with the ALMA 12-m Array superim-
posed on a Ks image taken in mid-2015. The synthesized ALMA
beam size for the line observations is shown in the lower left. The
compact 1.4 mm emission, mapped at much higher resolution,
appears as a small blob within the white saturated pixels.

Table 2: Adapted parameter spaces and sampling for the TORUS
pre-burst models.

Parameter Samp. Adapted range Mean
L∗[L⊙] log 8 × 103 − 1.6 × 105 (6.1+−

4.2
2.5) × 104

Mdisk[M⊙] log 4 × 10−8 − 2.5 (1.70+−
1.07
1.67) × 10−3

rdisk[au] log 80 − 7 000 680+−
1 600
470

βdisk lin 1 − 1.3 1.12 +− 0.08
αdisk lin 1 − 3.3 2.2 +− 0.6

hdisk[au] log 0.5 − 33 3.1+−
5.9
2.0

Ṁenv[M⊙ yr−1] log 10−5 − 1 (3.2+−
3.8
1.7) × 10−2

renv[au] log (1 − 4) × 104 (2.4+−
1.2
0.8) × 104

ρcav[g cm−3] log 10−22 − 10−17 (4.5+−
2.3
1.5) × 10−20

Θcav[◦] lin 10 − 60 42 +− 11
i[◦] lin 0 − 60 26 +− 17

Notes. All densities/masses are total values (dust+gas), where we assume
a dust-to-gas ratio of 100. The right column gives the fit results as
obtained with the static RT model grid.

adaptive mesh. The code employs Monte Carlo (MC) radiative
transfer (MCRT), splitting the radiation field into a large number
of indivisible photon packets that propagate through the mesh.
An iterative method is used to determine the dust temperature
based on the radiative-equilibrium method of Lucy (1999) and
described in detail in Harries et al. (2019). Once the temperature
distribution has been determined a second MCRT calculation is
used to produce the SED at the given inclination.

All models are composed of a protostar, a passive disk, a
curved bipolar cavity, and an Ulrich-type envelope (Ulrich 1976).
The disk can be described as a flared disk in hydrostatic equilib-
rium (Chiang & Goldreich 1997), but, similar to Robitaille (2017),
the parameter ranges are chosen such that flat disks are included
as well. The passive disk approach is justified for FIR/(sub)mm
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wavelength regions. Active disks (e.g., Shakura & Sunyaev 1973)
differ from passive disks mainly in the innermost region, where
most of the energy is released by viscous dissipation (Pringle
1981). Thus, the difference manifests primarily in the MIR, which
might rise earlier in the case of active disks and maybe even
before the source and/or NIR peak. To model the thermal FIR
afterglow, the passive disk approach can be applied.

We used MRN dust (Mathis et al. 1977), which consists of
compact, homogeneous, and spherical grains with a composition
of 62.5% silicate and 37.5% graphite, where we took the optical
properties from Weingartner & Draine (2001). The size distribu-
tion can be described by a power law with n ∝ a−3.5 with grain
sizes ranging from amin = 5 nm to amax = 250 nm. All parameters
were sampled from the ranges given in Table 2. The protostellar
luminosity L∗ includes all possible mechanisms of energy release
(fusion, contraction, accretion). Throughout the paper the term
‘luminosity’ represents the bolometric one, obtained by integrat-
ing the SED over the whole wavelength range observed. The
inner radius of the circumstellar disk is governed by the dust
sublimation radius (assuming Tsub = 1 600 K). For our models,
we cut the envelope at an outer radius renv, which was sampled
between (1 − 4) × 104 au (0.05 − 0.2 pc). This is in the range
of the size of a typical cloud core. The extent of the FWHM in
the ALMA images is smaller by a factor of two to ten. Due to
the high resolution, the interferometer may not be sensitive to
the extended component of the emission. However, most of the
emission should be covered by ALMA. The extent of the prompt
LE is greater than the outer radius of our models by a factor of
∼ 5. However, the density in the outermost parts of the parent
cloud core is probably pretty low.

Fig. 15: All TORUS models (gray), together with the pre-burst
SED (blue dots), the ten best fits (blue, the best one is darkest),
and the mean model (red). The model SEDs are reddened accord-
ing to the foreground extinction of 18 mag (Murphy et al. 2010).
Background colors indicate different wavelength ranges. The
SED peaks in the MIR/FIR. The wavelength range of HAWC+ is
indicated at the bottom. That for radiative maser excitation (Os-
trovskii & Sobolev 2002) is highlighted in blue. Flux densities
are listed in Table A.3. The mean model fits the pre-burst SED
quite well.

In total, we include 2500 SEDs. Although this seems small
compared to the YSO grid of Robitaille (2017), we applied a
much smaller range of protostellar luminosities. Therefore, the

density of models in the parameter space is actually similar. Fig.
15 shows the pre-burst SED (blue) together with the model pool
(gray). The data is reproduced pretty well. The spikes visible in
the MIR are due to low photon counts. To save computing time,
we initially used only a relatively small number of photon packets
for the models. Models that provide good fits were recalculated
with a sufficient number. The pre-models were fitted assuming a
distance of 4.08 +−

0.40
0.38 kpc and a foreground extinction of AV =

18 +− 1 mag as given in Sect. 1.
The G323 pre-burst SED is well covered from NIR to

(sub)mm. The number of free parameters is as large as 11 and
there are degeneracies among the models. Therefore, we do not
use just the best model, but rely on the ten best models instead.
This approach was applied already in Stecklum et al. (2021). All
parameters of the ten best pre-burst models (blue) are averaged
using weights according to the respective χ2 value. For linear
sampled parameters, we use the arithmetic mean, whereas for log-
arithmically sampled parameters, it is the geometric mean. The
resulting mean model, that is, the model where all parameters are
mean values, is colored red. The mean values can be found in
the right column of Table 2. The table with the ten best models
is given in the Appendix (Table A.6). Note that the best models
point to an almost face-on view. The inclination is smaller than
the opening angle of the cavity, which implies that the optical
depth toward the object is minimized.

In addition to the mean model, two additional settings are in-
cluded (Tmin and Tmax). These settings minimize and maximize
the afterglow timescales and compromise parameters, which are
in agreement with the pre-burst fit within the given confidence
intervals. The Tmin setting has a lower dust content, and a wider
opening angle of the cavity compared to the mean setting. The
Tmax setting has a higher dust content, and a smaller cavity open-
ing angle. The parameters of all three models are summarized
in Table 3, where only those that differ are given. We changed
only those parameters that are considered to strongly affect the
duration of the afterglow. All other parameters are the same as for
the mean model (right column of Table 2). Constant parameters
are the protostellar luminosity, inclination, and most of the disk
parameters, since their impact is small or unclear. The Tmin, and
Tmax settings are meant to give limits on the burst energy that
take into account that the afterglow depends not only on the burst
energy but also on the local dust distribution. Both the mean, and
the Tmax models agree well with the pre-burst SED (their χ2 is
comparable or better than that of the best-fit model). The Tmin
model has too little cold dust and cannot reproduce the FIR fluxes.
However, TDRT models were also performed for this model.

4.2. TDRT modeling

4.2.1. TORUS-Code

To model the temporal evolution of the SED, the TORUS radiative
transfer code was used in its time-dependent mode. The time-
dependent algorithm follows the random walk of photon packets
as they propagate over a time step, with the energy absorption
rates for each grid cell calculated using a MC estimator and the
energy emission rate calculated from the local dust temperature.
The TDRT method is described in detail in Harries (2011) and
has been benchmarked against several standard thermodynamic
test problems. Unlike traditional methods, such as flux-limited
diffusion, the code is able to simultaneously and accurately treat
both the free-streaming and diffusive regimes. The role of the
time step is crucial to the accuracy of the calculation. It needs to
be short enough for the luminosity variation to remain tractable,
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Table 3: Overview over the simulation settings.

Fit Disk Envelope Cavity
χ2 md rmax Ṁenv ρcav

0 Θc
M⊙ 104 au M⊙ yr−1 10−20 g cm−3 ◦

mean 90 2 × 10−3 2.4 0.032 4.5 42
Tmin 610 3 × 10−5 1.6 0.015 3.0 53
Tmax 180 0.1 3.6 0.070 6.8 31

Notes. The models Tmin and Tmax represent settings with a minimal and
a maximal afterglow timescale respectively. The mean model represents
the result of the pre-burst fit, with an intermediate afterglow timescale.
Only the parameters that are different are displayed. All other parameters
(i.e., those of the disk, and protostar, as well as the inclination) are fixed
to the values given in the right column of Table 2. Densities, and masses
are total values (adapting a gas/dust ratio of 100). The χ2- values refer to
a distance of 3.9 kpc and a foreground extinction of 19 mag, which is the
best fit for the mean model within the error margins of these quantities.
The mean model fits the pre-burst SED best. The Tmin model lacks cold
dust and therefore cannot reproduce the fluxes.

but long enough to avoid creating too much computational over-
head (Harries et al. 2019). We used a time step of 3.65 d, which
was verified with an interval shorter by a factor ∼7. With this
choice, the envelope heating, which is responsible for most of
the FIR radiation, is traced very well. But for the disk, a shorter
time step is better. TORUS is a very versatile code with several
microphysics modules from which we only apply those to calcu-
late the dust radiative equilibrium (static RT) and nonequilibrium
(TDRT). The former was used, for example by Esau et al. (2014)
while the latter was validated against the Pascucci disk benchmark
(Pascucci et al. 2004).

4.2.2. Assumptions and constraints

To derive the burst energy using TDRT, we make several as-
sumptions, which are explained below. TORUS computes dust
continuum emission as a function of time and wavelength for a
given source-luminosity variation and local dust distribution.

First, we examine whether the energy radiated away by dust
is a good proxy for the total energy released by the burst. The two
main coolants for YSOs are molecular lines, in particular from
CO, and dust radiation. Dust grains are solids, which implies
that they are thermal emitters. Their opacities cover more than
four orders of magnitude in wavelength of the electromagnetic
spectrum (e.g., Min 2015) and are thus much more capable of
affecting radiative heat transfer than gas opacities. In fact, the
luminosity of the FIR molecular cooling lines of MYSOs is only
a tiny fraction (∼ 10−5, Karska et al. 2014) of the dust luminosity.
The same holds for the energy release by free-free emission from
a compact Hii region (R. Cesaroni, priv. comm.). Therefore, the
luminosity estimate derived from the SED can be considered as
the total value.

Although the gas cooling is not relevant for the energy consid-
erations, we note in passing that the heating/cooling timescales for
dust and gas may differ. At volumetric densities ≳ 1.2× 104 cm−3

(e.g., Merello et al. 2019) gas and dust are thermally coupled
through collisions. In the (dense) innermost regions of MYSOs
this assumption is certainly justified. In the extended outer enve-
lope the coupling may be weaker. Then, the gas will heat/cool
much slower than the dust (see, e.g., Johnstone et al. 2013). There-
fore, the response of the gas cooling lines to an accretion burst
may be strongly delayed in comparison to that predicted by our
TDRT model.

The dust distribution is given by our three reference models:
Tmin, mean, and Tmax (as introduced in Sect. 4.1). We assume
that the Ks light curve may serve as a proxy for the variation
of the accretion rate, which is hereafter referred to as the ‘burst
profile’. It is essentially defined by the dates of the burst rise, its
peak, and the return to the pre-burst Ks level. According to Wien’s
law, the effective wavelength of this band is closest to the dust
sublimation temperature. Even with the recent Skymapper release,
the VVV(X) Ks photometry still provides the best coverage of the
burst evolution. Moreover, this choice is justified by the almost
face-on view of the best-fitting pre-burst models (see Sect. 4.1),
allowing for a ‘direct look’ at the innermost regions, where the
VIS/NIR-photons originate.

For TDRT modeling, we use the most simple approach pos-
sible, namely, we include only heating and cooling but omit any
kind of density variation as well as any changes in the disk chem-
istry. The latter is generally not met. Instead, the burst will most
likely sublimate the innermost disk, change the chemistry of the
disk, and shift the ice line outward (e.g., Lee 2007, Visser &
Bergin 2012, Vorobyov et al. 2013, Rab et al. 2017). In princi-
ple, dust sublimation is implemented in TORUS but it requires
a time step of less than 1 d to remove the disk on typical disk
dispersal timescales. However, the impact on the evolution of
the (F)IR luminosity will be minor. Therefore, we use a longer
time step, where we move the inner radius outward to ensure that
the dust does not become hotter than Tsub. We shift it to 60 au,
which is ∼ 3 Rsub according to (Whitney et al. 2004, Eq. 1, with
Tsub = 1 600 K), where we kept the disk mass constant.

t25

t80

tpeak

Fig. 16: Dynamic SED shows the flux density over wavelength
and time (increasing from top to bottom) of the mean-setting
and a burst with an energy of 2.3 × 1047 erg. Time 0 marks the
onset of the burst. Horizontal lines indicate the peak time (white
triangles), the time when 80% of the energy is released in the
respective band (black dots), and when the flux increase is back
at 1.25 times the pre-burst level (gray crosses). The increase in
scatter in the (sub)mm range is due to lower synthetic photon
counts.
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4.3. The dynamic SED of the mean model

This is the first astrophysical application of dust-continuum TDRT.
Therefore, we briefly discuss one particular model in more detail
before fitting the burst energy. We used the mean model with an
outburst energy of Eacc = 2.3 × 1047 erg. This first guess for the
burst energy is based on the assumption that the increase in Ks
is the same as the increase in luminosity at all times. With the
model setup and the burst profile at hand, TDRT simulations were
performed. The result is shown in Fig. 16. The figure displays
the dynamic SED, which is the flux density over wavelength
and time. This probably provides the most concise overview of
the entire afterglow. Time increases from top to bottom, where
zero corresponds to the burst onset. Three particular times are
indicated: Flux peak time (tpeak, white triangles), the time when
80% of the energy is released (t80, black dots), and the time when
the flux density dropped to 1.25 times of its pre-burst value (t25,
gray crosses) for each wavelength.

Both tpeak and t80 increase with wavelength. This is ex-
pected since the radiation at longer wavelengths can be attributed
to regions more distant from the star (i.e., colder regions). In-
terestingly, the delay between NIR and FIR is almost two (and
three) years for tpeak (and t80) at 100 µm. For comparison, the
light travel time from the source to the outer edge of the grid
is only 160 d. The delay between the peak of the burst profile
(1.2 yr after onset) and that in the FIR is by far more than what
could be explained by geometrical/projection effects and distinct
spatial origins alone. It clearly indicates a measurable slowdown
of the energy transfer toward the FIR-emitting regions by nu-
merous absorption and re-emission processes owing to the high
optical depths in between the protostar and FIR-emitting regions.
Toward longer wavelengths (λ ≥ 300 µm) both curves flatten.
This is expected because at some point even the coldest and most
distant regions are ‘processed’ and we are reaching the Rayleigh-
Jeans tail of the emission from the coldest dust with ∼ 20 K.
Furthermore, these regions are generally optically thin at these
wavelengths.

The t25-curve looks somewhat different. The time increases
only slightly; it is almost constant between 30 and 80 µm and
decays for λ exceeding 100 µm. Although the timescales increase
in principle with wavelength, the peak level is much lower at
higher wavelengths (at some point hindering a further increase of
t25). At 4 to 8 µm there is a ‘prominent’ feature and a weaker one
at ∼ 15 µm. These MIR features can most likely be attributed to
the densest regions (disk midplane), which cannot efficiently cool
because of the high optical depths in the silicate absorption bands.
For weaker bursts or less dense environments, this will probably
not occur since the disk will not completely heat or cooling is
faster. However, this requires further investigation. Toward long
wavelengths, the synthetic noise increases dramatically because
of the low number of photon packets. We emphasize that t80 is
the timescale least sensitive to numerical scatter.

4.4. Results of the time-dependent fitting

4.4.1. Burst energy estimate for the mean model

In general, the reprocessed FIR radiation provides an indirect
but reliable measure of the burst energy, since it covers most
of the emission (SED peak) and the role of extinction is rather
small (compared to the NIR/MIR), while the maximum increase
due to the burst is still strong (contrary to the (sub)mm). FIR
measurements were used successfully to estimate the energy of
MYSO bursts in the past (Caratti o Garatti et al. 2017; Stecklum

et al. 2021). For a more general discussion of the power of FIR
data, based on static RT for a sample of low-mass YSOs, see, for
example, Fischer et al. (2024).

In the following, we use the SOFIA post-burst FIR measure-
ments together with a set of time-dependent models to constrain
the burst energy. Our HAWC+ measurements indicate that the
post-burst flux densities are slightly higher than the pre-burst ones.
They are elevated by (14.2 ± 4.6)% at 70 µm and (8.5 ± 6.1)%
at 160 µm (see Sect. 3.5). As the excess is quite small, we fit the
flux density ratios rather than the absolute values. The ratios trace
the increase in the protostellar luminosity and hence the released
energy.

To constrain the burst energy, we performed seven simula-
tions with burst energies between (0.2 and 7) × 1047 erg. The
corresponding burst templates (simulation input) are displayed
in the left panel of Fig. 17 with the different burst profiles color-
coded. The middle and right panels show the corresponding flux
density ratios over time for 70, and 160 µm respectively. As the
dust distribution is the same in all cases, the changes are due to
the different energy inputs of the respective bursts. Obviously, the
more energetic the burst, the longer the afterglow. Zoom-in to the
HAWC+ data (red points in the inset) shows that the observed
excess can be explained by a burst within the adapted energy
range. The simulations (colored dots) show a lot of scatter. There-
fore, we apply a stepwise interpolation in time (solid lines with
confidence intervals in transparent).
The predicted flux ratios at the date of the HAWC+ observation
are shown in Fig. 18 as functions of the burst energy for 70 (blue),
and 160 µm (red). The errors correspond to the confidence interval
of the interpolation in time (at the HAWC+ date) for each model
and wavelength (cf. the inset in Fig. 17). The HAWC+/PACS
ratios are indicated by the dashed horizontal lines with the corre-
sponding 1σ confidence intervals indicated by the colored areas.
The ratios can be fitted with linear functions in the given range
(indicated by the colored solid lines), whereby the y-axis intercept
equals one, as no energy input means no flux increase. The fit
leads to r70 = 0.06 · Eacc + 1 and r160 = 0.04 · Eacc + 1 with
r70 and r160 as ratios at 70 and 160 µm respectively, and Eacc
as the burst energy. A χ2 minimization yields a burst energy of
Eacc = (2.4±1.0) ×1047 erg (gray-shaded area with vertical black
lines). The error ranges extend until the χ2 value becomes worse
than 1 + χ2

min (the 1σ confidence interval according to kafe9).

4.4.2. Limits on the burst energy

In the previous section we estimate the burst energy by using the
mean model. Although the result agrees very well with our initial
estimate, to assess its credibility, it is necessary to investigate the
influence of the local dust distribution.

To show that the afterglow durations can be quite different we
plot the dynamic SEDs for two different YSO configurations in
Fig. 19. The left panel shows the dynamic SEDs for the Tmin and
the right panel shows the Tmax setting. Both settings feature the
same burst and the huge differences can be explained solely by
the different YSO configurations. We emphasize that the Tmin
and Tmax settings are limiting cases with minimal and maximal
afterglow durations, respectively. This implies that the energy
needed to explain the HAWC+measurements can be considerably
larger or smaller than that of our previous mean model estimate.
To determine the limits for the burst energy, we repeat the analysis
from Sect. 4.4.1. We ran seven simulations for the Tmin setting
with burst energies between (2.3 and 28) × 1047 erg and nine

9 https://etpwww.etp.kit.edu/~quast/kafe/htmldoc/index.html
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Fig. 17: Input burst profiles (left) and output flux ratios as a function of time for 70 (middle) and 160 µm (right) for the mean
model. The burst energy is varied between (0.23 and 6.9) × 1047 erg (color-coded). Obviously, the afterglows are longer for more
energetic bursts. The geometry is the same for all simulations. The HAWC+ measurements are colored red. The horizontal solid
and dashed-dotted lines mark the pre-burst level and 1.25 times that level. The insets show a zoom-in on the region of interest.
The simulations (colored dots) were interpolated in time to reduce numerical scatter (corresponding lines and shaded regions). The
observations are given in red.

Fig. 18: Modeled flux ratio at 70 (blue) and 160 µm (red dots)
for different burst energies, all featuring the mean setting. Solid
lines are linear fits. The dashed horizontal lines are the observa-
tions with confidence intervals (overlapping colored areas). The
vertical black line indicates the best burst energy Eacc for both
wavelengths. The 1σ- confidence interval is indicated. We use
a χ2-minimization to determine Eacc, where we use linear fits
(colored solid lines) as model values for both wavelengths. We
take into account the observational errors and uncertainties of the
modeled ratios, where the contribution of the latter is minor.

simulations for the Tmax setting with burst energies between
(0.05 and 2.3) × 1047 erg. The ratios on the HAWC+ dates are
shown in Fig. 20 for Tmin (top) and Tmax (bottom), respectively.
A linear fit leads to r70 = 0.24 · Eacc + 1 and r160 = 0.35 ·
Eacc + 1 for Tmax and r70 = 0.005 · Eacc + 1 and r160 = 0.003 ·
Eacc + 1 for Tmin with r70 and r160 as ratios at 70 and 160 µm
respectively and Eacc as burst energy. For the Tmax setting, the
ratio at 160 µm exceeds the one at 70 µm. This is in agreement
with the dynamic SED (Fig. 19), which shows a strong increase
of the indicated timescales in between ∼ (50 and 300) µm. Again,

the best estimate for the burst energy is indicated by vertical lines.
It amounts to 30± 12 for Tmin and 0.40+−

0.20
0.19 for Tmax in units of

1047 erg. For the Tmin and Tmax settings, the values of Eacc are
about a factor 13 above and a factor six below the mean model
respectively. We emphasize that the higher value is not likely, as
the pre-burst fit of this model is much worse than for the other
two settings. However, it may still serve as a conservative upper
limit. A summary of the derived burst parameters is provided in
Table 4.

Table 4: Summary of the burst parameters for all three settings.

Model Eacc Macc < Ṁacc > Lpeak

[1047 erg] [MJup] [10−3M⊙ yr−1] [Lpre]

Tmin 30 ± 12 230 ± 110 27 ± 12 310+−
130
140

mean 2.4 ± 1.0 19 ± 9 2.1 ± 1.0 14+−
8
6

Tmax 0.4 ± 0.2 3.1 ± 1.7 0.4 ± 0.2 2.6+−
0.9
0.8

Ks-based 0.9+−
2.5
0.7 7.3+−

20
5.9 0.8+−

2.2
0.6 5.4+−

16.6
3.6

Notes. The derived values span almost two orders of magnitude. The
highest values (reached for Tmin) are probably too large. We consider
the Ks-based range (highlighted) the most reliable (see text). The mass
estimate is based on the assumption that the protostar is close to the
ZAMS. If it is bloated, the mass (and the mass accretion rate) will be
higher (cf. Sect. 5.3).

In addition to the HAWC+ flux density ratios, the models can
be compared with the Ks measurements. Similar to the HAWC+
fit, we used the Ks flux density ratios. Fig. 21 shows the Ks
ratio curves for all three configurations (from left to right) and
all burst energies (color-coded). The observation is shown in
red. For the Tmin configuration and the highest burst energies,
the Ks flux does not return to its pre-burst level at the end of
the burst. This is probably caused by dust that becomes hotter
than Tsub. We shifted the innermost radius to 60 au (∼ 3Rsub)
to avoid too high dust temperatures for all models. This is not
sufficient for the most energetic bursts. All bursts overestimate
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Fig. 19: Same as Fig. 16 but for the Tmin (left) and Tmax (right) setting. The burst is the same for both. The plot shows that the dust
distribution strongly imprints the afterglow. For denser and more extended envelopes, the MIR/FIR afterglow can be significantly
longer. Horizontal lines indicate the times when the peak is reached (white triangles), when 80% of the energy is released (black
dots), and the time when the flux density is back at 1.25 × Lpre(λ) (gray).

the observed Ks ratio (red) for the Tmin setting. This is another
indication that the burst energy estimate obtained with this setting
is too large. We emphasize that the Ks ratio depends only slightly
on the setting. For nearly the same burst energy for Tmin and
the mean setting, the best match is reached with the Ks curve,
despite the vastly different afterglows. Therefore, the Ks ratio
provides a good measure for the burst energy. For both the mean
and the Tmax setting, a good agreement is reached for a burst
with an energy of 0.93 × 1047 erg. This value lies well within the
determined range and would imply a dust configuration in the
range between mean and Tmax. Probably the best estimate of
the burst energy is Eacc = (0.9+−

2.5
0.7) × 1047 erg, which is based on

the Ks value and covers the entire range spanned by the mean
and Tmax settings. This would correspond to a peak value of
Lmax = (3.2+−

10.3
2.1 )×105L⊙, and hence an increase of the luminosity

of the protostar by a factor 5.4+−
16.6
3.6 (or ∆L ∼ 2.6 × 105L⊙).

4.4.3. Accreted mass and mass accretion rate

From the burst energy, the accreted mass can be inferred with
Macc =

Eacc·R∗
G·M∗

. where G is the gravitational constant and R∗ and
M∗ are the protostellar radius and mass. This approach is used for
a passive disk in Stecklum et al. (2021). The underlying assump-
tion is that the infalling material falls from a large distance onto
the protostellar surface, where it releases its entire gravitational
energy within the burst.

Although the SED shape, the NIR brightness, and the pres-
ence of an HCHii suggest that G323 is a more evolved MYSO,
it must be kept in mind that its spectral appearance is dominated
by the face-on view. Nevertheless, assuming that it is on the
ZAMS will provide a lower limit of the accreted mass as proto-
stars contract toward this locus of stellar evolution. For a star with
a luminosity of (6.1+−

4.2
2.5) × 104L⊙, the ZAMS mass amounts to

(23+−
5
4) M⊙ and the corresponding radius R∗ = (6.5+−

0.9
0.7) R⊙ (Tout

et al. 1996, Eq. 1 and 2). The resulting parameters are summa-
rized in Table 4. Adopting these parameter values, an accreted

mass between 1.4 and 30 Jupiter masses (or 450 and 9 000 Earth
masses) is derived. The errors are dominated by the uncertainty
on Eacc.

With the accreted mass at hand, the average mass accretion
rate < Ṁacc > = Macc/∆t follows as (0.8+−

2.2
0.6) × 10−3M⊙ yr−1,

where ∆t is the burst duration of 8.4 yrs. For comparison, an upper
limit of the quiescence accretion rate is given by Ṁacc ≤

LpreR∗
GM∗

,
assuming that the entire pre-burst luminosity is due to accretion.
Inserting the values yields 5.4 × 10−4M⊙ yr−1.

5. Discussion

5.1. Accretion burst evidence

The Ks and (NEO)WISE light curves, together with the maser
measurements, provided clear evidence of the previous accretion
burst. Although discovered later, it actually started about three
years before the discovery of the S255IR-NIRS3 (Caratti o Garatti
et al. 2017) and NGC 6334I MM1 (Hunter et al. 2017) events
in 2015. This is another example of a disk-mediated accretion
outburst. We emphasize the fact that, thanks to the almost face-on
view, the Ks light curve of G323 is the most direct trace of accre-
tion variability during a MYSO burst obtained so far. Although
the burst of S255IR-NIRS3 was also photometrically monitored
in the Ks-band (Uchiyama et al. 2020), its emergent light curve
suffered from multiple scattering due to the close to edge-on view.
Thus, the case of G323 will be crucial for comparing accretion
burst models with real events. Progress in this direction is ongoing
(see, e.g., Elbakyan et al. 2023).

5.2. Reliability of the derived burst energy

Since the burst energy is crucial for understanding the burst
physics, restrictions of our approach and how they can be over-
come will be addressed in the following. The estimated range for
the accretion energy of the G323 burst is fairly large (Sect. 4.4.2).
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Fig. 20: Same as Fig. 18, but for the Tmin and Tmax model (top
and bottom, respectively). For these settings, the burst energy (in-
dicated by the vertical black line) needed to explain the HAWC+
data (horizontal red and blue lines) is maximized or minimized
respectively. Interestingly, for the Tmax setting, which is the most
extended and densest, the flux ratio at 160µm (red) exceeds that
at 70 µm (blue). The dependency is almost linear. The best fits
are indicated by the solid colored lines. Note the different scales.

We use only three settings, which are meant to provide limits. In
principle, the best method to quantitatively analyze the afterglow
requires a preferably huge set of different settings, which are all
capable of reproducing the pre-burst SED (see Sect. 5.6). This
is planned for the near future and is expected to lead to refined
values.

In our analysis, we did not consider different burst shapes, but
only varied the burst energy. This is justified by the availability
of the Ks light curve which is a good proxy for the temporal
variation of Ṁacc as confirmed by our modeling, cf. 4.4.2. Further
support of this choice comes from the i and z-band measurements
that show the same qualitative behavior.

The burst energy estimate was obtained using two approaches:
we compared the HAWC+ post-burst flux density ratios and the
Ks ratio curve individually (for all three settings). The results
agree pretty well, which strengthens our approach. Our final

estimate of the burst energy is based on the fit to the Ks ratio
curve, while the confidence intervals are based on the HAWC+
fits. In the following, we discuss how well the Ks flux increase
is reproduced by our models. We neglect all the changes that
may occur during the burst. But this will not be the case in
reality. The most obvious change is probably the shift of the
sublimation radius due to the burst. To investigate the effect,
we performed a simulation that includes dust sublimation. We
set the innermost radius at Rsub (20 au) and chose a time step
of 0.7 days. Dust with a temperature greater than 1 600 K was
removed at each time step. The Ks radiation is produced by the
hottest dust. Therefore, we cut the grid at the outer edge of the
disk. With this choice, the resolution in the innermost regions is
higher, while the entire Ks flux is captured. The result is plotted
in Fig. 22. The maximum Ks ratio is about a factor of 1.5 smaller
for the more realistic sublimation model (blue) compared to the
mean model (black). The burst energy (and shape) are the same
in both cases. This result might be surprising, as the emitting
surface area should increase as the inner rim moves outward.
Therefore, the ratio should be higher when dust sublimation is
included. However, the inner radius of the mean model was set at
3Rsub to avoid unrealistic high temperatures. Thus, the area where
the Ks-band photons are emitted is larger. This shows that the
most probable value (for Eacc) is slightly higher than our estimate,
which does neglect dust sublimation. One could argue that a small
fraction of the burst energy is needed to sublimate the disk, which
might compensate for the above effect. However, this fraction is
probably negligible. Typical values for the sublimation enthalpy
range from 1 (hydrogen) to almost 1 000 kJ mol−1 (graphite). With
a molar mass of 2 g mol−1 (H2) and a gas-to-dust ratio of 100, it
would take less than 1044 erg to sublimate 1 M⊙ (on the order of a
total disk mass or more). This is less than 1% of the burst energy.

Another issue that could impact the visible NIR flux is line-
of-sight extinction variations. As the extinction is highly wave-
length dependent, small changes may be enough to alter the Ks-
magnitude. Tidal disruption or evaporation of the accreted object
may increase the extinction, while on the opposite FUor/EXor
outbursts are often accompanied by winds, which will blow out
dust grains and thus reduce it (see, e.g., Reipurth & Aspin 2004;
Mosoni et al. 2013). However, the Ks light curve does not show
hints of sudden extinction changes. This is confirmed by the i and
z-band flux densities, which are the same within the errors after
and before the burst.

The cooling efficiency depends not only on the local temper-
ature but also on the grain size and material. We use a mixture
of amorphous silicate (astronomical silicate, astrosil) and car-
bon with small grains (Mathis et al. 1977, MRN dust), which
are efficient in cooling. However, especially within the disk and
also within the envelope, grain growth processes occur. In addi-
tion, photoevaporation can reduce the size of the largest particles
through vaporization of the surface, whereas the smallest grains
may be evaporated entirely. While grain growth is most impor-
tant in the densest regions, photoevaporation merely affects the
disk surface. Together, these processes may significantly alter
the grain size distribution. If the grains are larger on average,
the average cooling efficiency will be lower. This means that the
afterglow duration is longer than predicted by our models. In that
case, the limits obtained with the HAWC+ fit overestimate the
burst energy. It is beyond the scope of this work to use different
dust compositions or grain size distributions.
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Fig. 21: Modeled Ks ratio curve for the Tmin (left), mean (middle), and Tmax (right) model setups featuring different bursts (in
1047 erg, color-coded). The observed Ks increase is shown in red for comparison. The ratio depends more on the energy input than on
the setting. The best agreement is reached for Eacc = 0.93 × 1047 erg. For the Tmin setting and the highest burst energies, the Ks
curves decay delayed, this might be an artifact due to the innermost dust becoming unrealistically hot (rmin is fixed to 60 au, that is,
3 × Rsub). We note that the ordinate scales are different.

Fig. 22: Predicted Ks ratio for the mean model with (blue) and
without (black) dust sublimation. Without dust sublimation, the
increase is overpredicted by a factor of ∼1.5.

5.3. The accreted object

To understand the nature of the burst it is important to figure out
what kind of object was accreted. The accreted mass is consistent
with a disk fragment, a heavy planet, or a brown dwarf. The burst
lasted 8.4 yrs, which is still short enough to be explained by the
accretion of a compact object that can be disrupted by tidal forces
only within the accretion event. This is consistent with the rapid
increase, which lasted about 1.4 yrs.

Another indication of the accretion of a compact body comes
from the observed color change. During protostellar growth, the
circumstellar disk also evolves. In very early stages, the disk
lacks self-gravitating objects. The initial high accretion rates in
connection with viscosity drive it to be active. A larger accretion
rate due to enhanced infall from the envelope or streamers will
lead to an increase in its energy release, which becomes more
intense as the additional matter approaches the protostar. This will
result in stronger emission from the warm outer areas before the

extra dust and gas reach the inner disk and raise its temperature.
In this case, a reddening of the IR colors can be expected at the
beginning of the accretion burst, since the increase in emission
from warm regions will precede that from hotter ones. This is
observed for the rise of an ongoing outburst of a low-mass YSO
(Guo et al. 2024). Once the disk becomes less active and self-
gravitational eddies and planetesimals build up on the route to
planet formation, another behavior of the spectral change may
emerge. These bodies traverse the disk almost undisturbed, but
will be disrupted by tidal forces and/or evaporation close to the
protostar. The central energy release starts to heat the disk at its
inner radius, possibly leading to dust sublimation, which moves
the inner disk rim outward. Then, the ongoing temperature rise
leads to a ‘bluening’ of the IR color. Therefore, the change in
color during burst onset might represent an indicator of which
mechanism is at work. Both types of color change are found for
eruptive protostars in the VVV survey (Lucas et al. 2024). If taken
at face value, the observed ‘bluening’ suggests that G323 probably
swallowed a compact body. The pre-burst observations described
above did not have sufficient sensitivity or spatial resolution to
detect it before the event. The compact nature of the swallowed
object supports the idea that it was a big Jupiter (or a brown
dwarf) or a compact disk fragment, such as a clump.

The accreted mass was derived by assuming the ZAMS values
for R∗ (and M∗). However, massive protostars could be extremely
bloated (e.g., Hosokawa et al. 2010). Their lower surface gravity
would then require a much higher accreted mass to release the ob-
served burst energy. Such protostars may be unstable to pulsation
when heavily accreting (at Ṁacc ≥ 10−3 M⊙ yr−1). Then, regular
changes in the pumping IR radiation due to pulsation could lead
to mid-term maser periodicity (on the order of several 10 to a sev-
eral 100 d, Inayoshi et al. 2013). Cyclic variability was observed
in this range for the G323 maser (Proven-Adzri et al. 2019). Its
period of 93.5 days would correspond to that of a pulsating proto-
star with a luminosity of ∼ 4 × 104L⊙ (Inayoshi et al. 2013, see
their Eq. 1, for a spherical accretion model) or slightly more for a
thin-disk model (Inayoshi et al. 2013, see their Fig. 2, blue stars).
This agrees well with our models with L∗ = (6.1±4.2

2.5) × 104 L⊙.
Therefore, we suggest that G323’s mid-term maser variability
might not be caused by the variable background seed radiation,
as proposed by Proven-Adzri et al. (2019). Instead, it could be
explained by the pulsation of a bloated protostar.
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Pulsation occurs only in bloated protostars, which are cooler
than ZAMS stars. When these protostars contract toward the
ZAMS, the He+-ionization layer at their surface is destroyed, and
the pulsation instability is no longer possible (see Inayoshi et al.
2013). For the spherical accretion model, the oscillation period
and the protostellar mass and radius can be related according
to Inayoshi et al. (2013) [Eqs. 2 and 3]. In that case, the radius
would be as large as R∗ = 336 R⊙ and the mass would be 17 M⊙
(slightly below the ZAMS value). With our estimate of the burst
energy, this would give an accreted mass of roughly half the solar
mass (instead of 7 MJup). In reality, the spherical case is certainly
not fulfilled, but it can be considered as a limit. The expected
bloating depends on the accretion rate for the thin-disk model
(Hosokawa et al. 2010, see their Fig. 12). If G323 is heavily ac-
creting (Ṁacc ∼ 4 × 10−3M⊙yr−1) it could be bloated to a few
100 solar radii (∼ 0.3 times the value of the spherical accretion
model), but if the protostellar accretion rate is ∼ 10−4M⊙yr−1 its
radius could indeed be close to the ZAMS value. This implies
that the accreted mass (and hence the mass accretion rate) can
be significantly higher, probably even on the order of a smaller
companion. Unfortunately, the K-band spectrum (cf. Sect. 3.7)
does not show photospheric lines, which could be used to derive
the surface gravity of the central source. If the maser periodicity
is caused by protostellar pulsations, this would be a remarkable
finding. Maser observations before 2017 are too scarce to detect
a periodicity (Proven-Adzri et al. 2019). Although periodic back-
ground variations of the maser seed radiation cannot be excluded,
the fact that the 6.7 GHz integrated maser flux density during and
after the burst resembles a damped oscillation (MacLeod et al.
2021) with an amplitude that is tightly correlated with the IR flux
suggests that the accretion burst may have triggered protostel-
lar pulsation. We emphasize that in principle a heavily bloated
protostar is consistent with the pre-burst SED, although some
modifications to the setup are required to achieve a χ2-value
comparable to our mean model.

The properties of the HCHii region can be used to assess
the evolutionary status of G323. The free-free emission of most
hyper/ultra-compact Hii regions associated with MYSOs points
to an excess of Lyman photons over pure photospheric emission,
which is attributed to accretion (Cesaroni et al. 2015, 2016). For
G323, the Lyman continuum photon flux NLyc can be derived
using Eq. 10 in Martín-Hernández et al. (2005) by plugging in the
3 mm flux density of (1.25±0.02) Jy measured by us, the electron
temperature of (7140 ± 680) K obtained by Zhang et al. (2023),
and the distance given above. The resulting value of (9.3 ± 1.8) ×
1047 s−1 is lower than the prediction of (2.0± 0.2)× 1048 s−1 from
the Lbol − NLyc relation for ZAMS stars (Cesaroni et al. 2016) for
the luminosity range of our models. The discrepancy becomes
even greater when a possible contribution of an accretion shock
is taken into account. This suggests that G323 is still in the pre-
ZAMS state at a lower effective temperature, making the bloating
scenario seem feasible. Together, we conclude that the swallowed
object was very likely much heavier than our estimate given in
Sect. 4.4.3.

5.4. The G323 burst in the context of known MYSO bursts –
possible triggering mechanisms

Although the number of MYSO bursts discovered so far is quite
small, they span a considerable range of burst characteristics.
This raises the question whether different trigger mechanisms are
responsible. An overview of all known bursts is provided in the
Table 5. The G323 outburst is, with an energy of ∼ 1047 erg, the
most energetic observed so far. The accreted mass is probably

the largest, even without taking into account protostellar bloating
(see above).

It might be surprising that all events imply objects heavier
than 0.4 times the mass of Jupiter. In principle, one would expect
the accretion of lighter objects to occur more frequently. How-
ever, a flare caused by an earth-mass planet is about 300 times
less energetic than a flare caused by a Jupiter. Consequently, the
corresponding increase in the luminosity of the protostar is much
smaller (less than about ∼ 1% for G323). Furthermore, the in-
crease in the exciting IR radiation might be too small to cause
strong methanol maser flares, which served as a burst alert for
most of the known outbursts. Therefore, such events are much
more unlikely to be found.

Interestingly, the accretion rates during the burst are quite
similar for all known objects (on the order of a few 10−3M⊙yr−1).

The timescales of the G323, the G358.93-0.03-MM1, and the
S255IR NIRS3 events are short enough to be explained by the
accretion of a compact object. Longer burst durations (similar
to V723 Car and possibly M17 MIR) point to a more diffuse ob-
ject. None of the bursts agree with magneto-rotational instability
(MRI) or thermal instability (TI) of the disk, where the (peak)
accretion rate is much lower (∼ 10−4M⊙yr−1) and the rise time
(∼ 50 years) and duration (∼ 100 for TI and ∼ 1000 years for
MRI) are much longer (Elbakyan et al. 2021).

Gravitational instabilities (GIs) may provide an important
burst triggering mechanism as they can form compact objects,
such as clumps, planets, or companions. It is reasonable to as-
sume that massive stars are accompanied by massive disks and
that these disks are prone to fragmentation. High-resolution hy-
drodynamical simulations of collapsing massive cloud cores by
Oliva & Kuiper (2020) show that during formation the primary
forms a massive disk. The disk develops spirals and clumps,
where some of the clumps reach the innermost grid cell, which
contains the protostar. A quite famous observational example for
a MYSO disk with disk fragmentation is G358.93-0.03 MM1,
which also showed an outburst. During the burst, an expanding
maser ring was visible, which revealed the spiral structure of the
disk (Burns et al. 2020, 2023). More evidence of disk fragmenta-
tion was sought by Ahmadi et al. (2023) using CH3CN lines, who
found 13 disks in dense cores, of which 11 are massive enough
to fragment.

The accreted masses for the known MYSO bursts range from
more than 0.4 times the Jupiter mass (NGC 6334I MM1) to
7 MJup (G323), all in the range of a heavy planet. Therefore,
planet accretion cannot be excluded as the dominant triggering
mechanism for MYSO outbursts. This idea was already consid-
ered by Herbig (1977), who pointed out that the infall of a Jupiter
onto a solar mass protostar would release enough energy to power
the outburst of FU Orionis. Planets can form directly through
fragmentation or via core-accretion. In the latter, no GI is re-
quired to explain the outbursts. For MYSOs the timescales of
planet formation via core-accretion are problematic, given their
much shorter life times. Nevertheless, the possibility of – heavy
– planet accretion is very interesting, independent of the possi-
ble formation pathway, also from the perspective of planetary
population studies. Close-in hot Jupiters (with a period of a few
days) are observed, but their formation is challenging (see, e.g.,
Dawson & Johnson 2018 and references therein). The accretion
of compact Jupiter mass bodies shows that migration processes
are taking place during the formation of massive stars. Some
migration processes might not end in accretion bursts but form
systems with hot Jupiters. However, some care is required, as mi-
gration processes around low- and high-mass YSOs might show
significant differences. MYSOs have more ionizing radiation and
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Table 5: Accretion outbursts observed so far from MYSOs.

Object M∗ Lpre Lpeak ∆L trise ∆t Ṁacc Eacc Macc
[M⊙] [103 L⊙] [Lpre] [103 L⊙] [yr] [yr] [10−3 M⊙ yr−1] [1045 erg] [MJup]

G323.46-0.08 (G323)* 23 60 5.4 260 1.4 8.4 0.8 90 7
S255IR NIRS3* 20 30 5.5 130 0.4 2.5 5 12 2

G358.93-0.03-MM1* 12 5.0 4.8 19 0.14 0.5 1.8 2.8 0.5
NGC 6334I MM1* 6.7 3 16 44 0.6 >8 2.3 >40 >0.4

V723 Car 10? ∼ 4 4 ∼ 15
M17 MIR 5.4 1.4 6.4 7.6 9-20 ∼ 2

Notes. The asterisk indicates an accompanying Class II methanol maser flare. Since the NGC 6334I MM1 event is ongoing, the given energy and
mass represent lower limits.

References. NIRS3 (S255IR NIRS3): Caratti o Garatti et al. (2017); Szymczak et al. (2018); Liu et al. (2020a), G358 (G358.93-0.03-MM1):
Stecklum et al. (2021); Brogan et al. (2019); Chen et al. (2020); Burns et al. (2020); Bayandina et al. (2022); Burns et al. (2023), G323 (G323.46-
0.08): Proven-Adzri et al. (2019), NGC (NGC 6334I MM1): Hunter et al. (2017, 2021); Brogan et al. (2018); Bøgelund et al. (2019), V723 Car:
Tapia et al. (2013, 2015b,a), M17 MIR: Chen et al. (2021).

stronger winds. Furthermore, their disks can be more massive
and hotter. This might lead to a more efficient transfer of angular
momentum and hence to faster migration processes.

If the massive protostars are bloated, the accreted masses are
significantly higher, as discussed for G323 in Sect. 5.3. Therefore,
accretion of a (proto-)stellar companion may also be considered
an important burst-triggering mechanism, not only for G323.
Most stars form as binaries or multiple systems, and the presence
of companions is generally expected, particularly for high-mass
stars (e.g., Bordier et al. 2024; Li et al. 2024). According to recent
simulations of Elbakyan et al. (2023), accretion from or merger
with a large clump or a small companion is possible. Earlier
simulations (e.g., Oliva & Kuiper 2020) did support this as well
but were unable to resolve the protostar. Elbakyan et al. (2023)
applied a 3D+1D approach to achieve a higher spatial/temporal
resolution. Interestingly, while their timescale is still larger than
the observed one, the shape of the luminosity change during the
tidal disruption and accretion of an object resembles the Ks light
curve of the G323 event. A similar scenario was suggested by
Nayakshin & Lodato (2012) which is based on Roche-overflow
from a gaseous protoplanet that is tidally disrupted when orbiting
close to the protostar. While it was developed with the focus on
FU Ori-like outbursts, it may also be applicable to MYSO bursts,
in particular because the model is sensitive to the initial ionized
hydrogen fraction Xi of the planet. Their simulations suggest
that the larger Xi, the shorter the rise time of the burst, and the
larger the maximum value of Ṁacc. In fact, their model with the
highest Xi features a time scale and a peak accretion rate which
are similar to those of the G323 event.

5.5. The inner region and the protostellar disk

Disk-mediated accretion is one pathway for massive star forma-
tion, as evidenced by theory and observations. Thus, at the high
accretion rates involved in this process, a disk is present, which
likely extends inward to the dust sublimation radius (e.g., Caratti
o Garatti et al. 2017; Beuther et al. 2019; Burns et al. 2020; Ah-
madi et al. 2023). During later phases of the MYSO evolution,
disks can be destroyed by photoevaporation. In fact, G323 is
associated with an HCHii region of 0.06 pc in size (Zhang et al.
2023) that exceeds the diameter of the disk of the mean model.
This might challenge our assumption of the presence of a disk.
The photoevaporation rate of ∼8 × 10−5M⊙ yr−1, derived using

Fig. 23: Integrated L-band emission for the mean model (cyan)
within different radial apertures (dots). The solid line (between
the dots) is for guidance. There is a jump at the inner edge of the
disk (60 au), where most of the L-band flux is produced.

Hollenbach et al. (1994), Equation 7.3, together with the extent
of the HCHii region and the Lyman continuum flux (cf. Sect. 5.3),
amounts to ∼15% of the upper limit of Ṁacc in quiescence for the
ZAMS case (cf. Sect. 4.4.3). While this might be seen as a hint
for substantial disk erosion, it does not apply since, as outlined
above, the MYSO likely did not reach the ZAMS yet, which
implies higher accretion rates.

Evidence for hot dust comes from the L-band
VLTI/MATISSE observations. Fringes would be seen if
the emission were primarily photospheric. Their absence points
to a dominant extended component, namely scattered and thermal
emission from dust. Thermal L-band emission originates from
dust with T≳900 K, which implies that it must be located within
∼100 au. The inner radius of the mean model, governed by dust
sublimation, amounts to ∼20 au according to Whitney et al.
(2004), Eq. 1, with Tsub=1 600 K. The lack of interferometric
fringes implies a minimum angular size of 14 mas (or ∼ 57 au
at the distance of G323, see Sect. 2.7), which is consistent with
that value. The extent of the L-band emission can be compared
with the mean model. To do so, synthetic SEDs on different
photometric apertures were established. Fig. 23 shows a strong
increase in the flux density of the L-band, which is mainly
thermal in origin, exactly at the position of the inner disk rim,
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followed by an outward shallow rise. Direct protostellar emission
is more than one order smaller.

We note that during the burst, the sublimation radius is ex-
pected to shift outward by a few 10 au. The L-band observation
was done nearly a decade after the peak of the burst. This is too
short for the material to recondense. Thus, the inner rim at the
date of the L-band observations may be further away than ∼ 20 au.
Indeed, for low-mass YSO bursts, dust sublimation fronts are an
indirect tracer of past outbursts (see, e.g., Jørgensen et al. 2020).
However, for massive protostars, the matter will be replenished
quickly, given the high accretion rates. With an accretion rate of
10−3 M⊙ yr−1, it follows that in a decade 10−2 M⊙ can be trans-
ported to the inner region, enough to refill the inner disk. If the
sublimation radius were still further out, higher fluxes would
result from the increased surface area. However, the i-band post-
and pre-burst fluxes are the same within the errors. Together, this
indicates that there are no significant changes present in the dust
distribution in 2023 and that the L-band emission originates at the
inner rim of the disk, which seems to be as close as the pre-burst
dust sublimation radius.

5.6. Prospects for TDRT modeling of MYSO bursts

The present paper describes the first application of TDRT based
on the TORUS code in a real-world case. In that context, we
want to outline its potential for the future. The time-dependent
approach we use is only the first step in the direction of a fully self-
consistent treatment of outbursts. Improved and more systematic
modeling is planned for existing FIR bursts (including G323).
The next step is to use larger sets of time-dependent models,
which all agree with the pre-burst. With this in mind, the previous
parameter ranges (for both burst and MYSO geometry) shall be
refined in the near future. Due to the SOFIA shutdown, no further
FIR observations will be possible in the mid-term. However,
future MYSO bursts can be studied with ground-based facilities
in the (sub)mm and in the NIR/MIR provided the burst hosts
are no longer deeply embedded. JWST is capable of targeting
younger and more enshrouded objects.

With TORUS the dust continuum can be modeled in those
spectral ranges as well, while line emission is currently not in-
cluded in the time-dependent version. The temperature grids are
delivered at each time step. They might be used as input for
chemical burst models, similar to the approach used in Rab et al.
(2017); Guadarrama et al. (2024). TORUS does not include chem-
ical networks, which are needed to directly obtain chemical burst
models. Another application of the temperature output is to con-
strain the location of possible methanol maser sites. This was
done in a simplified manner by Stecklum et al. (2021) for static
model grids.

For all our models, we used very simplified assumptions,
namely no protostellar bloating, axis-symmetry, same dust in
all regions and no changes during the burst besides heating and
cooling (i.e., no changes in the dust distribution and chemistry
due to sublimation, etc.). Some of these limitations might be
explored in the future. A simple form of dust sublimation is
included in which a fraction of the dust exceeding the sublimation
temperature is removed each time step. Currently, resublimation
is immediate once the temperature drops below the sublimation
temperature. This might be improved in the future. Eventually, we
emphasize that TDRT can be applied to other classes of variable
objects and transient phenomena where dust plays a major role.

6. Conclusions

G323 featured a powerful accretion burst that peaked in 2013. It
extends the small sample of known MYSO bursts. The objective
of this work is to draw conclusions about the nature of the burst
from the derived limits for the released energy and the accreted
mass. G323’s burst is a multiwavelength phenomenon that was
accompanied by flares of different maser species. It was observed
in the NIR, MIR, FIR, and radio at different timescales. There
is a clear correlation between the Class II methanol maser flare
and the IR radiation. A light echo is present in J,H,Ks, and Z as
well as in the WIS E images. Interestingly, its expansion appears
to be faster at longer wavelengths, possibly because at these
wavelengths the scattering optical depth is reduced.

Our SOFIA/HAWC+ observations, performed in 2022, two
years after the end of the burst, constrained the strength of the
thermal afterglow and were crucial to derive limits on the burst
energy. These measurements and the Ks light curve from the
VVV(X) survey, indicate that the burst is probably the most
energetic of all known MYSO bursts. The energy released is
equal to Eacc = (0.9+−

2.5
0.7) × 1047 erg. Its duration, i.e, 8.4 yrs, is in

line with the accretion of a compact object. This is in accordance
with the observed bluening during the burst, which is not expected
if the material flow arises in a more diffuse stream from an active
disk. For a protostar close to the ZAMS, the minimum mass
needed to release this amount of energy is 7.3+−

20
5.9 times the

Jupiter mass, which is in the range of a big Jupiter, a brown dwarf,
or a disk fragment. The pre-burst luminosity of G323 is consistent
with that of a bloated protostar, which might feature pulsations
with the same period as the maser. If the bloating scenario holds,
the accreted mass may be as high as half a solar mass. The post-
burst emission in the L-band can be attributed to the inner disk
region. It indicates a minimum extent of the emitting region of
14 mas or 57 au, which is consistent with a disk inner rim situated
at the dust sublimation radius during quiescence.

For the first time, we used time-dependent radiative trans-
fer (TDRT) to study a real science case. With TDRT, we can
model the timescales self-consistently. The thermal afterglow is
much longer than the grid crossing time. G323 is most likely
seen face-on. Therefore, the NIR timescales are equal to those
of the accretion rate variation. The Ks light curve reflects the
protostellar luminosity variation throughout the entire burst du-
ration. At longer wavelengths, the timescales are much longer.
We find that the visibility of the (MIR/FIR) afterglow can vary
by up to years, depending on the dust distribution and the burst
characteristics. The example of G323 shows that TDRT simula-
tions are a powerful tool for investigating transient phenomena of
dusty objects. For episodic accretion of MYSO, it opens up the
possibility to obtain reliable burst parameters, which are needed
to understand the unsteady protostellar growth, especially in the
high-mass regime. The shutdown of SOFIA is a serious drawback,
since it was the only facility that could observe in the FIR which
is crucial to derive the burst energy. Future studies must focus on
MIR and (sub)mm. The rare face-on view of G323 and its NIR
record of the burst make this source a key object for studying
the consequences of episodic accretion and a benchmark for the
corresponding simulations.
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Appendix A: Additional information

Table A.1: HAWC+ photometry and beam sizes.
λ Fν Aperture Beam size Image size Deconvolved

[µm] [Jy] radius [′′] FWHM [′′] FWHM [′′]/PA [◦] FWHM [′′]
53 2 602 ± 260 7.8 4.85 6.0×4.8@58 2.4±0.7
62 2 669 ± 270 12.2 5.59 9.9×7.4@46 6.4±0.7
89 3 067 ± 310 12.2 7.8 11.0×7.2@46 4.4±1.0

154 1 928 ± 190 17.0 13.6 18.2×14.0@52 8.4±1.6
214 1 295 ± 130 21.0 18.2 24.8×20.5@56 13.3±1.9

Notes. HAWC+ photometry along with beam sizes of the instrument and extent of the object. The 62 µm beam size was interpolated since it could
not be measured (Harper et al. 2018).

Table A.2: (NEO)WISE photometry.

MJD W1 σ W2 σ
[d] [mag] [mag] [mag] [mag]

55250.93 4.88 0.06 3.09 0.04
55432.44 4.67 0.03 3.33 0.04
56714.99 3.32 0.14 2.24 0.09
56894.50 3.66 0.04 2.32 0.05
57077.54 3.64 0.10 2.28 0.03
57253.79 4.06 0.06 2.54 0.06
57442.45 4.17 0.05 2.39 0.04
57614.82 4.24 0.09 2.68 0.07
57808.87 4.38 0.07 2.83 0.05
57975.66 4.61 0.17 3.00 0.03
58173.18 4.59 0.06 2.97 0.05
58335.97 4.67 0.14 3.22 0.08
58537.30 4.77 0.12 3.16 0.08
58700.21 4.51 0.10 3.09 0.05
58904.44 4.76 0.08 2.91 0.04
59067.13 4.53 0.11 3.19 0.07
59268.60 4.47 0.08 3.05 0.03
59431.64 4.37 0.05 3.07 0.02
59633.90 4.63 0.04 3.15 0.04
59796.55 4.58 0.09 3.05 0.05

Fig. A.1. Evolution of the remote LE (left
border) in the W1 band, illustrated by bi-
annual difference images that were created
by subtracting those from 2014. FoV and
orientation correspond to Fig. 6. Each row
covers three years, starting on top left in
early 2015. The W2 images look similar. A
few variable stars are present as well.
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Table A.3: G323 pre-burst flux densities.

λ Fν ∆Fν Ref.
[µm] [Jy] [Jy]
1.02 0.000407 0.000005 1
1.24 0.00336 0.0002 2
1.25 0.00297 0.00001 1
1.63 0.143 0.02 1
1.65 0.0239 0.0018 2
2.13 0.437 0.05 1
2.16 0.291 0.03 2
3.35 3.79 0.21 3
4.35 9 1.48 4
7.67 48.5 5 9
8.28 33.6 1.4 4
8.58 59.1 6 9
8.61 37.3 0.3 5
9.83 32.4 3 9
10.4 40.7 5 9
10.9 54.2 6 9
11.6 84.1 5 6
12.1 103 5 4
14.6 154 9 4
18.4 276 4 5
21.3 364 22 4
23.9 522 26 6
70 2 459 23 7

160 1 721 70 7
250 962 54 8
350 232 8 8
500 73.6 1.8 8
870 13.3 1.33 8

Notes. Facilities and instruments are given behind corresponding refer-
ences. Observations with complementing post-burst measurements are
boldface.
References. (1) Minniti et al. (2017) (VISTA/VIRCAM); (2) Jarrett
et al. (2000) 2MASS; (3) Cutri & et al. (2014) WISE; (4) Lumsden
et al. (2013) (5) Yamamura (2010) AKARI; (5) Joint Iras Science (1994)
IRAS; (5) Magnelli et al. (2013) (Herschel/PACS); (5) Schuller et al.
(2009) (ATLASGAL/APEX) The flux was scaled, as mentioned in (Elia
et al. 2017, Section 3.1).; (9) Joint IRAS Science Working Group (1997),
extracted from the IRAS-LRS Spectrum.

Table A.4: Skymapper photometry.

MJD i σ z σ
[d] [mag] [mag] [mag] [mag]

55404.2 17.72 0.07
57090.8 15.71 0.04 18.62 0.08
57109.6 15.69 0.04 18.54 0.06
57142.2 15.76 0.01
57144.4 15.87 0.02
57504.7 16.38 0.05 19.15 0.09
58269.5 17.17 0.06 19.66 0.15
58615.5 17.41 0.04 20.06 0.06
58997.5 17.60 0.06 20.06 0.19
59000.5 17.60 0.05 20.53 0.09
59303.7 17.50 0.07 19.88 0.23
59445.4 17.74 0.07

Table A.5: Ks VVV(X) photometry.

MJD Ks σ
[d] [mag] [mag]

55260.3805 7.88 0.01
55298.2012 8.06 0.01
55327.2239 7.97 0.01
55387.1757 7.94 0.01
55389.1413 7.95 0.01
55407.1306 7.89 0.01
55411.0769 7.98 0.01
55422.0257 7.86 0.01
55423.0842 7.91 0.01
55425.0818 7.93 0.01
55690.3558 7.91 0.01
55787.1077 7.92 0.01
55788.0946 7.89 0.01
55809.0276 7.92 0.01
55810.0342 7.95 0.01
55818.0067 7.98 0.01
55819.0259 7.86 0.01
55821.0143 7.79 0.01
55824.0080 7.96 0.01
56057.3551 7.74 0.01
56373.4077 6.80 0.01
56376.1931 6.76 0.01
56377.2970 6.92 0.01
56418.1619 6.62 0.01
56420.2644 6.64 0.01
56438.2499 6.18 0.01
56459.1327 6.11 0.01
56461.0305 6.24 0.01
56462.2432 6.13 0.01
56464.2453 6.20 0.01
56466.2352 6.06 0.33
56467.2296 6.02 0.01
56468.2418 6.19 0.01
56469.1801 6.08 0.01
56470.1437 6.23 0.01
56471.0450 6.20 0.01
56472.1275 6.24 0.01
56826.9659 5.84 0.04
56827.0582 5.75 0.03
56827.0712 5.70 0.09
56827.1085 5.73 0.02
56828.9879 5.78 0.01
56831.0109 5.83 0.10
56837.0041 5.78 0.01
56839.9728 5.86 0.01
57134.1239 6.21 0.01
57171.0419 6.28 0.01
57172.0697 6.47 0.19
57181.9897 6.27 0.01
57182.2159 6.41 0.01
57198.9787 6.22 0.01
57586.0967 6.90 0.01
57922.1865 6.92 0.01
57924.1343 6.93 0.01
58264.0137 7.38 0.02
58596.3896 7.44 0.01
58655.2577 7.48 0.01
58704.0489 7.48 0.01
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